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Preface 

In just a few decades, new optica! technologies have enabled 
a huge growth in communications. Major breakthroughs have 
sustained a growth-rate factor of 100 per decade in long-haul 
transmission capacities. At the beginning of the 21st century, 
light-wave transmission technology has entered the "terabit era." 
This is an incredible achievement. At one terabit per second, a 
hair-thin optica! fiber can support a staggering 15 million digital 
voice telephony channels or 350,ooo compressed digital TV chan
nels in parallel. 

The need for high-speed end-to-end communications is the 
principal factor spurring pbotonics research forward. Yet trans
mission speeds are just one of many research issues. What can 
we do to avoid an explosion of power consumption in our data 
centers? Can we create new optica! devices capable of switching 
light signals without first translating them into electrical data? 
How can we link mobile end users to the Internet at data rates of 
several gigabitsper second? 

Such questions eaU for fresh research strategies. We need 
to introduce and integrate optical technologies in places where 
they can complement or replace electronic devices. At the Inter
University Research School on Communication Technologies Ba
sic Research and Applications (COBRA), we see it as our duty to 
face the challenges of the communication revolution. In doing so 
we raise issues today that the communications industry may only 
need to address in a decade or sa. 

In what follows we presentour perspectives on photonics in 
communications. What has been achieved so far? What remains 
to be discovered? In addition to offering our own vision, we have 
also asked three eminent researchers-from the United States, 
Europe, and Asia-to tell us how they see the future of optical 
communications. It is our hope that these outlooks on photonics 
will give a good sense of what this technology-as wonderful as it 
is powerful-yet has in store for us. 

Prof. Dr. Harm Dorren 
Scientific Directer, COBRA 
Eindhoven, J anuary 2010 





Nothing in the universe travels faster than light. That 
makes light the ideal carrier for the information age. 
The communication revolution in photonics happens 
in every possible di mension of the network. 

(107 m) On the global level, long-haul optica I 

fibers are responsible for more than 90 percent 
of all international communications. (10 6 m) Fiber 
networks conneet Eu rope's cities. (10 3 m) Around the 
world, countries are investing substantially in optica I 
last-mi le infrastructures. (10 1 m) Mobile equipment 
wil I increasingly make use of optica I communication -
both wired and wireless. (10 ·2 m) Within computers, 
electrical links are being replaced by optical links. 
(10 -5 m) Advanced optica I components are within 
reach in the next decade. (10 -9 m) Quanturn dots 
make the switching and filtering of light possible on 
the nanoscale. 
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The Optical Revolution 09 

Most of the data flowing a cross the Internet today travels in the form of light, pulsing 
through fibers made of glass or plastic. That puts optica! communication technology at 
the heart of the ongoing information revolution in the 21st century. 

In the past few years the volume of transported data has increased immensely: 
global demand for bandwidth has been nearly doubling every year (see figure 1). 

Figure 1: 
Router capacity nearly doubles every year. 
Th is growth is much higher than the growth 
of the number of digital components on 
chips (according to Moore's law). With 

CMOS clock speeds and dynamic ran
dom access memory (DRAM) readj write 
speeds improving at much lower rates,ln
ternet traffic nodescan only keep up with 
the increased dataflow through optica! 
fibers by means of additional electronic 
processing ca pa city eperating in parallel. 
(Garry Epps, "System Power Challenges," 
Cisco Routing Research Symposium, 
2006. http:j /tinyurl.comjydzxadz) 
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This exponential growth ra te is higher than that of the number of digital components 
on chips, which doubles approximately every eighteen months according to Moore's 
law (Moore 1965). 

Several new applications are responsible for the remarkable growth in data trans
port, including video-sharing sites, video conferencing, movie downloads, online 
gaming, streamed television, camera phones, and remote medica! i ma ging. The recent 
introduetion of "cloud computing" - delivering online collaboration tools through 
remote data centers via the Internet - or network-based operating systems, such as 
Google's Chrome OS, are examples ofhow innovations keep increasing the flow of data 
across the globe. 
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10 The Optica! Revolution 

Bandwidth and Energy 

The new bandwidth-hungry applications are not just exciting new technological de
velopments, they also pose serious technological challenges. Even if today much of the 
actual transport of bits is performed optically, the "intelligence" of the network-that 
is, the switching logic for distribution and data forwarding-is still implemented 
electronically. Electranies is well suited to carry out such sophisticated processing, yet 
it now struggles to handlethehigh data rates. To compensate, optica! high-speed data 
transmission streams must be braken into severallower-speed electrooie data paths, 
eperating in parallel. Such optoelectronic conversion and the use of more and more 
electrooie signai-processing units in parallel consume considerable energy. 

To give an example of just how power hungry the process is: the largest packet rout
ers today are scalabie to handle throughputs greater than 90 terabits per second (Tbps, 
one terabit is 10 12 bits), and they need more than one megawatt (MW) to do it (see also 
chapter 9). Worse, for each processing watt, another watt for heat remaval is typically 
required. 

The increase in energy use for data switching bas a number of important implica
tions, including increased casts, more emissions from electricity generation, and strain 
on the existing power grid (Barroso 2009 ). 

Bebind the steeprise in energy consumption for data communication lies a funda
mental issue. The reason present-day electranies will be unable to keep up with what 
comes out at the end of the optica! fiber is that miniaturization and optimization in 
electranies cannot match its exponential growth. The only reason Internet traffic nodes 
today can keep up with the increase of data through fibersis because operators are add
ing more and more electrooie routers. 

Can an end-to-end optica! network break this dependenee on the optoelectronic 
conversion bottleneck? Optica! networks have performed very well in transporting high 
volumes of data over long distances in the course of the last three decades, but will it 
also be possible to switch some or all of the light signals in the networkin the optical 
domain? 

New concepts for and approaches to data transport in networks have to be found. 
Navel optoelectronic materials are needed, and the physical processes within these 
materials have to be better understood. Nanostructured materials must be developed to 
produce better optica! components. New, fundamental insights in telecommunication 
systems are necessary so that optical data-transmission techniques can be improved. 
Finally, a myriad of engineering challenges have to be tackledinorder to create smaller 
and better optica! components. 

Solutions in one field of research may cause bottlenecks in another. Conversely, 
problems in one area may be solved or sidestepped by switching to a different technol
ogy or research approach. Long-term, interdisciplinary research is vital here. 

Byway of introduetion to the workof the Inter-University Research School on Com
munication Technologies Basic Research and Applications (COBRA), let us first see what 
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makes optica! communication so promising. What have been the great breakthroughs 
in this field in the past three decades? 

Why Use Photons for Data Communication? 

Optica! data transmission has several advantages over its electronic counterpart. Optica! 
fibers allow very high-speed, low-loss transmissions over much longer distances than 
copper wires, making their "bandwidth-distance product" significantly larger. Optica! 
fibers are immune to electromagnetic interference, and the amount of energy needed 
tosend one bit of data over a fiber cable of a given lengthand with a given transmission 
speed is just a fraction of that needed tosend a bit electronically via a copper cable of the 
samelengthand at the same transmission speed. Optica! fibers are capable of contain
ing numerous communication channels in parallel without crosstalk. They are compact, 
lightweight, and inexpensive to manufacture. 

Photons may be even more suitable than electrans for creating flexible and efficient 
networks, owing toa number of interesting natura} advantages. 

First, parallelism: thanks to the greater bandwidth, many parallel communication 
channels are possible. Today special optical amplifiers in glass-fiber cables allow for 
amplification of a large number of "wavelength channels" in parallel en route. This 
natural parallelism in the op ti cal domain may proveto be very powerful for switching 
large quantities of data. 

Second, speed: future photonic switching devices could operate with ultrahigh 
switching rates or bit rates. Optical components allow for switching frequencies of 6o 
gigahertz (GHz) or more. High-speed optical signals may nothave to be split up among 
several slower switching devices. This may lead to a reduction in the number of ac
tive components and thus a reduction of the power needed to opera te the routers and 
switches of a network. 

Third, switching in the optica! domain would make optoelectronic conversions 
unnecessary. This makes switching possible at a fraction of the power consumption of 
existing electronic devices. 

Optica! communication technology so far seems to be the only available technology 
capable ofhandling the exponential growth in global information traffic. 
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Photonics pioneer Charles Kuen Kao, win
ner of the 2009 Nobel Prize in Phys ics, 
poses in his home in the town of Mountain 
View in California. Kao was awarded the 
prize tor his role as faunder of fiber opties. 

In 1966, Kao calculated how to 
transmil light over long distances via 
optica/ g/ass fibers . With a fiber of the 
purest g/ass it would be poss ible to trans
mil light signals over 100 km, compared 
to on/y 20 m tor the fibers avai/able in the 

The Optica[ Revolution 

Major Breakthroughs 

The roots of modern optica} telecommunications lie in the 196os and 
are traceable to two concurrent innovations: the in vention of lasers 
and laser diodes and the invention of optical fibers for long-distance 
transmission of light waves. In the 1970s new silica fibers reduced 
fiber-transmission losses substantially so that light beams traveled 
farther. This reduced the number of(unreliable) electrooie amplifiers 
that needed to be placed in the optica} signa} path at regular intervals. 

The first commercial optieal-fiber link appeared in 1983. At a 
stunning pace, engineers discovered how to deal with a multitude of 
signal distortions (see figure 2 : Record transmission capacities). Laser 
diodes improved so much that they could be used for the high-speed 
modulation of data. Lasers also became much more frequency stable. 
This allowed for the di vision of the optical spectrum into communi
cation channels, each one using a different color of light . 

Dispersion remained the greatest challenge during the 198os and 
early 1990s: it proved to be quite difficult to compensate for the dis
tordons resulting from the fact that different colors of a transmitted 
light signal travel at different veloeities in a fiber, such that signals 

1960s. Kao 's enthusiasm inspired other 
10 5 

researchers. The first ultrapure fiber was 
successfully fabricated just tour years 
later, in 1970. 
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Record transmission capacities in optical fibers. At a stunning pace, researchers and 
engineers found new ways of dealing with a multitude of signal distOïtions in the past 
tew decades (Essiambre 2009). 
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startingat the sametime arrive at different times at the receiver. Using numerical meth
ods, it was finally possible to design fibers at the ree ei ving end with negative dispersion. 
These fibers typically have very small core diameters and are designed such that they 
speed up frequencies that have been delayed and slow down frequencies that are ahead. 

Optical telecommunications then witnessed two major breakthroughs, in the form 
of revolutionary inventions: the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM). For research purposes, the invention of the semiconduc
tor optica} amplifier (SOA) has also provedan important innovation. 

Erbiu m-Doped Fiber Amplifier 

The first and most important breakthrough was the invention in 1987 of an optica} 
fiber that amplifies incoming light. The amplification works fully within the optical 
domain -there is noneed to convert light into electrical signals first. To achieve this, 
the material of an optica} fiber is doped with ionsof a rare-earth element-erbium. 

A very bright, constant light souree is injected into the fiber at a different wave
length than the data signal. The constant light souree excites the erbium ions to higher 
energy levels-a process called "pumping." As the photons of the data signa} move 
through the fiber, they stimulate the erbium ionstofall back to lower energy levels and 
emit additional photons, effectively amplifying the data signal. An EDFA can amplify 
light in a relatively wide wavelength range, from 1530 to 1625 nanometers (nm)-the "C 
band" and the "L band." Because some colors oflight are amplified more than others in 
the erbium-doped material, an equalization filter is placed at the end of an EDFA fiber. 

Since this discovery optical communications has witnessed sarnething of an "EDFA 
fever," as scientists, engineers, and operators furiously explore the new possibilities of 
the devices. Today several materials doped with erbium or other rare-earth elements, 
such as praseodymium or neodymium, provide for extremely powerful, robust, and 
cheap optical amplifiers-workhorses fora large number of applications within pbo
tonics. These materialscan be used as a booster amplifier, placed immediately after the 
transmitter laser to provide maximum output power; as an inline amplifier, placed in 
the middle of a cable; or as a preamplifier, placed in front of a receiver to amplify a weak 
optica} signal. 

Recently, nonlinear processes in silica fibers have been found to also lead to optica} 
amplification, even without using rare-earth doping. This is called the stimulated 
raman scattering (SRS) phenomenon. Just like EDFA, SRS holds great promise, for 
it allows all-band wavelength coverage and inline distributed signal amplification 
(Headley 2005). 
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Wavelength-Division Multiplexing 

With the invention of optica! amplifiers, a groundbreaking new technology came within 
reach: wavelength-division multiplexing. With WDM, the optica! spectrum is carved up 
into several nonoverlapping wavelength bands or colors. Each wavelength functions as a 
carrier wave, u pon which information can be encoded by slightly varying the amplitude 
or wavelength of the signal. 

WDM creates the possibility of carrying different data signals in parallel through a 
standard optica! fiber. Since its advent in 1992, the transport capacity of optica! systems 
has doubled roughly every ten months thanks to new, more advanced WDM technolo
gies. This has led to a constantstreamof innovations in three separate areas. 

First, better optica! multiplexers and demultiplexers have been created. In the early 
1990s it was rarely possible to bundie more than four slightly differing colors of laser 
light into one optica! fiber. Researchers at COBRA contributed significantly to a rapid 
increase in the number oflight channels in a fiber, with the invention of the op ti cal (de) 
multiplexer (arrayed waveguide gratings, or AWGs). With AWGs it became possible to 
multiplex many more channels of several wavelengtbs into a single optica! fiber at the 
transmission end. AWGs can also be used as demultiplexers to retrieve individual chan
nels of different wavelengtbs at the ree ei ving end of an optie al communication network. 

AWGs have become the most widely applied optica! (de)multiplexing component, 
thanks to which commercial systems were in the year 2000 already capable of carrying 
6o different wavelengtbs in parallel. At the receiving end, new systems for disentangling 
the bundled light waves in optica! fibers were developed. Such demultiplexing systems 
had to become much more frequency sensitive, as the wavelengtbs for the individual 
channels lie much closer together. 

Second, better lasers became available. To squeeze many data channels into the 
wavelength range that any optica! fiber can transport, the frequency spacing between 
the carrier waves had to become very small, and this only became practical after laser 
sourees were developed that were extremely stable. Improvements in laser technology 
also ledtoa remarkable growth in the bit ra te per channel by making the lasers switch 
their light beams on and off faster. 

Third, new generations of optica! fibers have been developed and deployed. The 
new fibers incur less loss, so light waves can travel greater distauces without the need 
for amplification. Also, modern fibers are well suited to the effective conveyance of a 
broad range of colors of light. Combined with new amplification schemes, such fibers 
have already led to experimentallight-wave systems with thousands ofWDM channels. 
A global networkof fiber-optic cables has been installed on the world's ocean beds in 
the last decade. At the peak of the Internet boom, several new cables we re laid a cross the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Currently a new boom in optieal-cabie laying is underway. 
Dozensof new undersea fiber-optic cables will be deployed in the next five years, funded 
by companies such as Google and Alcatel. This will create a truly global op ti cal network 
of optica! fiber (see figure 3). 
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Cross-section of an optieal-fiber submarine cable 

Cables of this strengthare typically 
69 mm in diameter and weigh over 
10,000 kilogramsper kilometer 

galvanised steel cables 

capper sheath -----~ 

silicon gel -------~ 

optical-fibers --------
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Figure 3: 
High-eapacity submarine optieal-fiber 
links span the globe: all the glass fibers, 
linked end to end as one thread , would 
span the globe more than 25,000 times. 
The longest optical link, "SeaMeWe-3," 
spans 39,000 km. lt runs trom Norden in 
Germany to Keoje, South Korea and con
nects 32 different countries in Europe, Af
rica, and Asia. lt was completed in 1999. 

The network known as "Africa ONE" 
(Africa Optical Network) has since 2000 
encircled Africa. lt has 41 landing points 
in African countries, Saudi Arabia, 
Greece, Spain, Portugal, and ltaly. After 
years without much investment in under
sea fiber-optic cables, dozens of new 
cables will be constructed over the next 
lew years . 
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Overall the advance of optica} communication systems has been extraordinary. Within 
a few decades dramatic advances have been made in putting optica} transportand net
werking technologies into practice. 

In doing so, the lines between fundamental and applied research and commercial 
applications have been blurred remarkably and have proved to be highly dynamic. 
Generally in this field of research, but specifically at COBRA, scientific papers, PhD 
dissertations, books, prototypes, and test beds have always been closely linked to opera
tors, component manufacturers, system manufacturers, network operators, and service 
providers, all of which have been keen to embrace the new techno logies. 

Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers 

A major step forward in academie research has been the invention of semiconductor 
optica} amplifiers (SOAs), in the 198os-based on fundamental research in the 196os. 
Justas with an EDFA, an SOA amplifies the optica} signa} directly, without the need to 
first convert it into an dectrical signal. 

The primary mechanism for optica} amplification here is the insertion of the 
light signa} into a semiconductor gain medium, similar toa laser diode, where the end 
mirrors have been replaced with antireflection coatings. As opposed to the EDFA, the 
active region in an SOA is pumped with dectrical current which, through stimulated 
emission, causes light waves to be emitted, at the sa me frequency as the incoming light 
waves, but with a larger amplitude. 

The main advantage of using semiconductor material instead of erbium-doped 
material is that it is switchable by an electric current- like a transistor. Switching trans
mission on or off is typically possible in the order of fractions of a nanosecond. Several 
SOAscan be combined so that they forma switch board. Other advantages are low power 
consumption and the possibility for devices to operate in different wavelength ranges. 
SOAscan be built to an extremely small size at low co st, and they can easily be integrated 
onto a chip that may contain many other optoelectronic components, such as lasers, 
light detectors, or systems that compensate for signa} distortions. 

There are disadvantages to using SOAsas well. The most important one, compared 
to EDFAs, is that they suffer from a much higher noise level. This is the main reason why 
SOAs are still mainly to be found in research labs, in applications for signal switching 
and conversion. Another downside of the semiconductor material is that it generates 
much more crosstalk between different colors of light. 

Since their invention the improvement of SOAs has been a major research area 
within optical communications. Thanks in part to the workat COBRA, there has been 
rapid growth in practical and theoretica! understanding of how photons and electroos 
interact in different types of semiconductor materiaL Of all the distortions that may 
occur within an SOA, nonlinearity- the material reacting in a nonproportional way to 
changes in, say, the amplitude-is the most prominent. It is also the most difficult to 
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Workers haul a fiber-optic cable onto the share at the 
Kenyan port town of Mombasa on June 12, 2009. The 
undersea fiber-optic cable brings braadband Internet 
connectivity to East Africa. Recent studies predict 
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that Middle Eastern and African countries wil/ have 
millions of new Web users over the next few years. The 
submarine cables are laid using special cable-laying 
ships (in the background). 
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resolve, since problems invalving nonlinear phenomena can only be understood, if at 
all, by employing highly complex mathematical equations. Nonlineairity is extremely 
important to understand, for it is the foundation for such applications as fast optical 
signal switching and light conversion. 

Optical Data Switching and Processing 

Whereas optical systems have been extremely successful in the long-haul transport of 
data, switching data in the optical domain has only gathered momenturn quite recently. 
Will it ever be possible to route data within a network optically? 

A typical method for sending data over an optical network nowadays-mainly due 
to the influence of the Internet-is to break up the stream of bits into chunks, called 
"packets." Each packet has a "header," which contains information about the packet, 
such as destination and priority. When a packet comes into a switch, it is converted from 
an optical signal into an dectrical one, so that its address information can be read by a 
microprocessor. The processor then decides where to send the data packet next. 

Optical switching poses several major engineering challenges. On the basic net
work level-of light waves traveling though optical fibers-an op ti cal switch must be 
able to handle the physics of switching and converting light: its components must be 
able tosend optical data from one channel-a specific wavelength in an op ti cal fiber
toanother channel-another wavelength in a nother fiber-within a nanosecond or less. 
The challenge hereis to overcome limitations imposed by the optical fibers and compo
nents. The largest hurdles to date are nonlinearities and dispersion-signal distortions 
due to the wavelength-dependent behavior of components in the system. 

On a more abstract level, the packet switch must read and recognize the header 
information of each packet to see where it needs to be sent. COBRA has been experiment
ing with systems that accomplish this task completely in the optical domain, for ex
ample, by marking the packets with a specific color oflaser light. A promising direction 
is to develop hybrid optoelectronic solutions. In such a hybrid system, the advantages 
of opties are exploited in components that use electranies for storing information and 
performing calculations. 

Another step that may lead to new solutions is the development of digital optical 
technology. Today optical components are analog. That means they operate in such a 
way that a signal can have many possible values. This is comparable to electronic ana
log integrated circuits, such as operational amplifiers. The drawback of this approach 
is that there is a natmallimit to the number of components that can be lined up, since 
the losses and distordons of each component accuroulate over the signal path. For that 
reason, an electronic analog operational amplifier typically has a maximum of a few 
hundred components. 

In the dectronies domain a breakthrough was onlypossible after rnaving from ana
log to digital signal processing. Regenerating signals aftereach step in the signal path is 
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much easier this way, and this has made it possible to pack millions of transistors onto a 
single chip. Similar developments mayalso lead to revolutionary innovations in photon
ics. Early experiments with digital photonic circuitry have been extremely promising, 
as will be seen in chapter 6. 

For optical switching to work in the future, ways to merge a large number of dif
ferent approaches have to be found. This is not merely an issue of finding ways to con
neet different types of network technologies, such as optica! fibers, wireless networks, 
copper-cable systems, and so forth; the optica! revolution also requires a fundamental 
rethinking of computer networks from an architectural point of view. 

On this level researchers at COBRA are dedicated to more abstract questions, such 
as: Can buffering requirements be reduced while switching large numbers of packets 
through a netwerk? How can the route of an individual packet be optimized within a 
network? Is it possible to group multiple data packets into larger units so that the data 
can be sent much more efficiently via op ti cal networks? 

Outlook 

Thus, to keep the "optical revolution" at its current high ra te, our knowledge of materi
als, devices, and components, optica! signal processing, optica! communication, and 
network architecture calls for research that cuts across many established disciplines 
and traditionalfieldsof study. 
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COBRA's research in the field of braadband communications is conducted in several 
research groups that would normally not be combined at such a structurallevel: re
searchers in the fieldsof physics, electrical engineering, and chemistry from Eindhoven 
University ofTechnology (TU/e) and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU) in the Nether
lands combine their efforts in education and research. 

COBRA's core operations are concentrated in Eindhoven, where most of the staff 
memhers and facilities are located. COBRA employs roughly 20 permanent staff mern
bers and more than 8o temporary staff including PhD students and postdoctoral fellows. 
lt has a well-equipped clean room facility for researching, measuring, and experiment
ing with the most important semiconductor material in the optoelectronic field: indium 
phosphide (InP). The clean room has been constructed and financed by TUfe, with 
special eropbasis on facilities for the National Research Combination (NRC) Pbotonics 
program. 

The NRC Pbotonics program was awarded to COBRA by the Dutch Ministry of 
Education, Culture, and Science in 1998. It focuses on future optical communication 
networks. The total initial funding of the program was 35 million euro. 

In the multidisciplinary field of communication technology, COBRA presents a 
coherent approach to solving today's challenges and brings tagether a complementary 
set of research capabilities from the individual research groups. 

The fruitsof such research have been plentiful. Results have been presented within 
long-term, large-scale national and international research programs, such as the Euro
pean Commission's Information Society Technologies Framework Programs. COBRA is 
currently filling several key positions within the seventh European Framework Program 
(FP7), which runs from 2007 to 2013. 

The research focuses on three areas: materials, devices, and systems. 

Materials 

In the materials and components area, the research at COBRA revolves around quanturn 
mechanics-the field of research that studies physical realities at the atomie level of 
matter, such as molecules and atoms, and the subatomie level, such as electrans and 
protons. Most of the work involves the nanoscale: a billionth of a meter (10 ·9 m). The 
phenomena stuclied are uitrafast optica! effects in the range offemtoseconds (fs)-the 
billionth part of a microsecond, or 10-15 of a second. The aim is to use fundamental phys
ical properties intheservice of high-speed optica! data processing and communication. 

A key research subject there is the enhancement of the optica! properties of materi
als. Most of the research is done in exploring optica} nonlinearities, such as finding out 
how the output signal (e.g., light) of specific materials changes nonproportionally to its 
input signa! (e.g. , electrical current). 

Such exploration of new materials requires strong skilis in materials assessment. 
Characterization tools need to be developed that allow understanding the electrical, 
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physical, and optical aspectsof materials down to the atomie scale. The exploration of 
novel structures at the nanoscale, such as quanturn wells and dots, and how to make 
them useful for optical telecommunications, are key research subjects (see chapter 4). 
This is especially daunting as the integration of photonic components requires opti
cal functions to be performed with extremely low energy consumption, preferably at 
femtojoule (fj) or even single photon levels. 

An outstanding achievement of the materials group is to have been the first aca
demie research group to realize a quanturn-dot laser for the 1.55 micrometer (11m) wave
length range. This research is a good example of how the interaction between COBRA's 
materials research and workin devices leads to innovations in communications. Several 
joumal publications have resulted from this (Anantathanasarn 2oo6). 

The materials research group is member and coordinator of several European Net
works of Excellence. Currently, COBRA is involved in the projects "QP2D," which aims 
at using quanturn dots in memory devices; "NAMASTE," focused on magnetic semi
conductor materials and devices; and "SemiSpinNet," which aims at exploring magnetic 
semiconductor nanostructures. 

COBRA also coordinated the European Commission (FP6) project "SINPHONIA," 
and was a full member of "SANDiE," the network focusing on the exploration and ap
plication of self-assembled nanostructures. COBRA researchers also participated in the 
European network "ASPRINT," on advanced nanoprobing, the European Networkof 
Excellence "ePIXnet," on photonic integration, and the STREP network "PICMOS," on 
photonic layers on a Si-CMOS. 

Devices 

Optica! componentscan be a lot faster and cheaper if all componentscan be integrated 
on a single chip. The devices research group concentrates on integrated optoelectronic 
devices: making op ti cal components faster, smaller, and more energy efficient. 

The short- and mid-term research is focused on improving COBRA'sworkon four 
basic optical components that are the basis for photonic integration: passive waveguide 
structures, phase manipulators, amplitude manipulators , and polarization manipula
tors. Ninety percent of all optical devices can be made using these four elementary 
components (see chapter 6). 

The long-term research is focused on realizing uitrasmali and uitrafast compo
nents as building blocks. Standardized, these building blocks may be packed tagether 
in very large-scale photonic integrated circuits (PICs). The aim is to make these very 
large-scale photonic integration (VLSI) components workas digital photonic devices. 

Even with a focus on devices , exploring the underlying fundamental physics of 
light-matter interaction is essential. One main question, for example, is how semicon
ductors can be effectively integrated in metal nanocavities in such a way that they emit 
light in the spectrum used for optica! telecommunications. 
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Here are some highlights of the last three years. 
First, in 2007 COBRA created the smallest electrically pumped laser in the world. 

The device is a small pillar, just a few hundred nanometers wide, made of In/InGaAs/In, 
covered with a film of gold atoms. Prior to the successful demonstratien of the nano
scale laser, many optica! scientists thought that metal-coated resonators would never 
workas opticallasers, because the losses would be too great. More recently, COBRA dem
onstrated again how the opticallosses in a thin silver film on top of a semiconducting 
nanoscale pillar can be overcome. In the center of the pillar is a semiconductor-gain 
region with dimensions of a few tenths of a nanometer. New ways have been found to 
improve its gain to such a degree that sufficient light is emitted. The pillar is encapsu
lated in a silver cavity, which is electrically isolated from the semiconductor material 
by a dielectric layer with a thickness on the order of 10 nm. The devices were made by 
employing epitaxy, electron-beam lithography, dry etching, and various material depo
sition techniques. 

Second, COBRA researchers reported the creation of a novel tunable laser that may 
play an important role in future packet-switched optica! networks. The laser is based 
on a novel tuning principle that allows for tuning speeds of 1 ns, 100 times faster than 
today's commercially available integrated tunable lasers. 

Third, the best performing mode-locked ring laser to date, operatingin the long
wavelength telecommunication window, has been developed at COBRA. This included 
the development of compact polarization converters. 

Fourth, COBRA found new ways of using splitters as generic building blocks in 
polarization-handling circuits. 

Among its many collaborations, it should be mentioned that the devices group 
of COBRA leads the European Consortium on Photonic Integration Technology 
("JePPIX," www.jeppix.eu). Most of Europe's key players in the fields of InP-based 
Photonic IC research, chip manufacturing, Photonic CAD, and equipment manufac
turing are partners in JePPIX. 

Systems 

The systems research group studies the system aspects of communication networks. 
These networks have a hierarchical structure of interconnected layers. Alllevels in the 
network are covered by COBRA, from the global and national networks ("wide-area net
works") via regional networks ("metropolitan-area networks") to local networks ("access 
networks" and "networks in buildings"). 

Some levels of the network may cause problems or bottlenecks in others. Thus 
knowledge of alllevels of the network may help to solve specific issues or to sidestep 
them altogether. 

This means that we cover every aspect in the communication network chain: 
from the physicallayer-involving cabling and electromagnetic signais-via data link 
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layers-researching bit- and doek-generation and recovery-to the switching and rout
ing layer, which controls the sending, receiving, and redirecting of data packets. 

COBRA's research is especially focused on three main bottlenecks in the network 
chain. First , linking the end user to the optical network. Currently, the huge capacity 
of the wide-area and metropolitau-area networks does not reach end users, due to the 
limited capacity of copper-based "last mile" connections. Also, wireless technologies 
for in-home use are far slower than optical fibers. 

Second, the nocles in the network. As data rates go up, more and more data packets 
have to be routed. Hence, the nocles consume more energy at an alarming ra te. We look 
into optical technologies to imprave the capacity of network nocles while reducing 
power consumption. 

Third, transmission systems. Here, the long-haul and metroplitan networks are 
key. The challenge hereis to increase the capacity of optical fiber transmission systems. 

COBRA has played an important role in the Dutch national research program "Pree
band." The program aims at creating a leading position for the Netherlands in the area of 
ambient, intelligent communication networks. With the project "Broadband Photonics 
Access," COBRA's designfora dynamically reconfigurable optical-access network linked 
to the home has been tested successfully in the field. 

With a view to the deployment of high-speed networks within homes, offices, 
hospitals, and so forth, experiments with polymer optical fiber (POF) have been carried 
out. This fiber is easy to instaU and COBRA has shown that conneetion speeds of several 
gigabitsper second (Gbps) are possible. New "radio-over-fiber" technologies have been 
developed to conneet wireless end users to the networkat unmatched data rates (see 
chapter 8). 

On a European level, the systems research group participates in the "ALPHA'' 
research project. The project investigates innovative network architecture and trans
mission solutions for access and in-building networks based on many different sorts 
of optical fibers (single-mode, multimode, glass or polymer) as well as on wireless 
technology. With respect to optical packet-switching the group participates in the Eu
ropean projects "LASAGNE" and "HISTORIC." The aim of theseprojectsis to support 
both wired and wireless services in converged network infrastructures. Furthermore, 
the group played an important role in several European Networks of Excellence (e.g., 
"ePhoton-ONe," "BONE," and "EuroFOS.") 
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Outlook 

Thus at COBRA the fundamental properties of materials are analyzed and used to cre
ate novel integrated optical components. These components then become the building 
blocks in the design of optical integrated functional devices, such as new optical trans
mitters or receivers. Next, these devices are used as the building blocks for innovations 
within a communication system. 

Such an integral view is necessary in ordertoface the next decade's challenges for 
communication technology (see chapter g). 
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Believe it or not, but at Bell Labs, that byword for cutting-edge 
research, a few people work hard at squeezing more data through 
capper wires. Copper. The stuff that used to carry Morse code and 
telephone conversations along the seabed befare glasstook over. Cap
per, the me tal that still carries the Internet for that last mile into most 
houses and offices- but not for very long, according to most pundits. 

That would include Rod Alferness, the chief scientist at Bell Labs 
in Murray Hili, New Jersey. Until four years ago Alferness was senior 
VP for optica! research at this research arm of Alcatel-Lucent. In his 
present position he is responsible for its long-term strategy. And 
there, toa, optical technology looms large. 

"I've been in optical research going back to 1976. I gave up my 
personal research lab in 2001, when I became chief technology officer 
(CTO) of the optica! business of Lucent, Bell Labs' parent company. 
And up to that year, in the work that I had led, optica! really drove 
things. We've always known: fiber will be the ultimate transmission 
medium. So one of the things I had to do as a CTO was to convince 
the optieal-business people that the future was in optica! networks." 

Dispersion 

Around 2000 an important problem with the transmission of infor
mation on a light beam had been solved: dispersion. This effect makes 
a short pulse of energy spread out as it travels through an optica! 
fiber. Because of that, pulses-initially the way data was coded in 
order to be sent over a fiber-have to be kept well apart from each 
other when they begintheir journey. In other words, dispersion limits 
data throughput. However, by a combination oflow-dispersion fibers 
and devices that modify the light as it passes through them in such a 
way as to counteract the spreading, dispersion could be held at bay. 

"Then came the optica! fiber amplifier," Alferness recalls. With 
that all-optical device, light could arrive by fiber, be amplified, and 
leave again by fiber, without having to be converted into electrical 
current and back. This made it possible to code information on each 
channel of multiple different wavelengths, increasing the total in
formation capacity of the fiber. Wavelength division multiplexing, 
or WDM, was bom. 

"We recognized that this would allow you to network full wave
lengtbs and also have a way of switching information based on 
those wavelengths," Alferness says. This was the next step in optica! 
networking-semistatic, point-ta-point switching. "In those days 
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Rod Alferness, chief scientist at Bel/ Labs, 
Murray Hili, New Jersey. 
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switching was all electronic. We had a vision of optica! networking, of doing some of 
the switching in the optica! domain, on the basis of wavelength. You would have a con
neetion of 10 Gbps, some of it would go to San Francisco, another part to Chicago. You 
would buildan optical switch that would have the signal for Chicago drop off at some 
point. And it wouldn't even be permanent; such a switch could be reconfigured-they're 
called reconfigurable optica! addfdrop multiplexers (ROADMs)-but that would take 
time, say 10 milliseconds." 

Vision 

"A number of companies were trying to do that. Then the Internet bubble burst, and 
those activities stopped. It was the right vision, but it would co me a fewyears later. Now 
we have metropolitau networks that are wavelength routed-built by Alcatel-Lucent, 
for example, for Verizon. When I left the business unit and went back to research as 
senior VP for optica} research, in 2004, it was a year or two too soon ... " 

Since then, the growth of data volume has picked up again, and optica} networks 
have taken full advantage of a very fortuitous property of fiber networks with optica} 
amplifiers: their capacity is mostly dependent on how fast one can get the data to go in 
and out at the end point. 

"The beauty is, if you put new multiplexers in, for 40 Gbps, the amplifierscan still 
handle it, and so can the wavelength switches, the ROADMs. You simply need to upgrade 
the transmitters and receivers. So in 2005 data growth was really happening, transport 
was selling, and maximum realizable bit rates were a bout 40 Gbps per wavelength chan
nel. We started doing research on 100 Gbps per channel." 

As data volumes grow, more and more domains are becoming suitable for fiber 
technology: metropolitau networks and even the last leg of any data connection, to a 
data center in a building, or toa small computer networkin a home. But each time fiber 
penetrates a new level of the network hierarchy, the complexity of the combined glass 
network increases. 

"In new construction, builders are often putting fiber in now. These would be typi
cally 25 megahits per second (Mbps) connections, in Japan they're even doing 100 Mbps. 
You can deploy multiple fibers from the network's local 'central office,' one to each 
home. But that's not very cost-efficient: in that central office you'd have to have one box 
at the end of each fiber. So usually i t's a 'passive optical network': you send the signal 
toa splitterand have each house have a weaker version of the full signal. All houses get 
all of the data, and there are protocols that make sure a node can only access the data 
destined for it." 
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Switching the Data Stream 

For anyone used to viewing the Internet as a maze where data packets are constantly 
bounced around from one switch to the next, each one recalculating the optimal route 
to the destination, all this has a slightly straightjacketed feel to it. Any optical switches 
involved can be reconfigured only slowly, if at all. And at many nodes the optica! signals 
must be temporarily converted to electrical and back, to read the address and correctly 
route the data packets. How longwill we have to wait for flexible, fast, all-optical switch
ing and routing? 

"That is indeed the next step: switching a WDM packet stream. You can do it, but 
then you have to put sarnething active in the box." 

One idea under consideration for this purpose is a variatien on the demultiplexers 
that are already used to statically switch light beams with different colars into differ
ent fibers. It is called an arrayed waveguide grating coupler. lts central component is a 
grating, which has roughly the sameeffect as a prism: it changes the direction of a light 
beam, dependent on its wavelength. "So say light at one wavelength comes out at port 
1, and light at another wavelength comes out at port 2 . If I now have a device that can 
change the color of the light, I can decide which port it will go to." 

Changing the co lor of the light may be done at the source, by a tunable laser, when 
the data are still in the form of an electrical signa!. Electranies would read the address 
and makesure the light into which the packets are coded has the correct wavelength. 

Much more useful would be a device that changes the color of the light as it travels 
through an optical network. This can be achieved through a wavelength converter, a 
device into which two light beams are introduced, one with the data and another not 
carrying any information, but with the desired new frequency. The two beams interact 
in such a way that the "clean" light beam is modulated with the information from the 
original carrier. "Ifi can change the color in a bout a nanosecond, I can use that to switch 
a streamof packets of, say, 100 nanoseconds' duration." 

Such switching times are indeed possible. An important achievement was the 
building of converters and grating couplers out of indium phosphide. "That means we 
can combine a high-speed converterand a grating coupler on one chip." 

The fact that indium phosphide is a semiconductor with properties that make it 
suitable for both electranies and photonics is crucial here, for the wavelength converter 
will still have to be instructed as to which waveleng tb to convert the signa! into by data 
in electric form. "We will have to read the address from the header and process it by 
electranies at first. That means we have to put the address information on the light beam 
at a much lower bit ra te than the data itself. But that's not such a problem. The valued 
property of this kind of switch is that you keep the data all-optica!." 
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The Next Decade 

The next 10 years will see progressive application of optica! switching, Alferness be
lieves. "We expect it in the backbone, possibly in metro networks, where data rates of 
up to 100 Gbps will have to be switched. A great deal of workabout that is being clone, 
including at Bell Labs, some of it funded by Darpa. An absolute all-optica! approach for 
the whole connection, from transmitter, via routers, to receiver, is probably not realistic 
-not in the next 10 years." 

The reason for this is that data rates into individual homes or businesses won't 
require the high transmission rates where all-optical switching becomes necessary. On 
the other hand, Alferness does think that in the next decade the increase in capacity of 
fiber cables will not be able to keep up with the increase in demand. "In the past 10 years, 
with WDM and the fiber amplifier, we have achieved a factor of 100 in capacity increase 
for the long haul. We could do that very cost-effectively, by increasing the number of 
wavelength channels in the fiber. In the next 10 years, we anticipate demand will go 
up by another factor of 100. For present cables to keep up, we are looking at data rates 
beyond 100 Gbps, with high probability a terabyte per second. We will be severely chal
lenged todeliver that." 

To increase bandwidth, the number of wavelength channels could conceivably be 
increased further. New coding algorithms, some of them developed for wireless Internet 
connections, could help to increase the ca pa city of each wavelength channel. But room 
for impravement in several areas does not add up toa jump of two orders of magnitude. 
"In the end, if you need more capacity, you can lay more cable," says Alferness. "But 
that kind of impravement is much more expensive than the kind we've had up till now." 

Video Traffic 

Wh ether a vast increase in the number of cables becomes necessary will also depend on 
the nature of the demand for data transport. "Much of the traffic right now is not gen
erated in real time. It's video traffic. Maybe you can storelotsof information at nodes. 
Friends in the memory business teil me that, according to the current paradigm, in the 
next year the amount of video stared will increase by a factor of 100." 

"By caching data and scheduling the transport, the peak traffic you would have to 
design your network for would not grow as fast. But even that is not certain. It is also 
possible that the more caching people decide to do, the more demands are placed on 
the network." 

COBRA's clean room building. TU Eindhoven complemented the initia/ 
NRC Photonics program runding of COBRA with the construction and 
finance of the clean room building. 
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The pbotonics and semiconductor nanophysics group of COBRA 
makes tiny structures which may lead to new ways of combining 
electranies and photonics. 

Especially proruising are quanturn dots. Viewed with sensitive 
microscopes with atom-scale resolution, they look like minuscule 
pyramids, sprinkled over a semiconductor surface. It is a miniature 
landscape of great uniformity. The pyramids alllook very similar; the 
rest of the surface is totally flat. 

Making these regular quanturn dotsis a great achievement, con
siclering the size of these structures. With a diameter of a bout 20 nm 
and a height of 5 nm, one thousand of them would have to be stacked 
tagether to span the thickness of a human hair. 

Quanturn dots are capable of producing light and have interest
ing electronic, photonic, and magnetic properties. That makesthem 
a proruising pivot between electric and photonic circuitry. Ultimately 
they may make it possible to provoke the controlled emission of a 
single light photon at the arrival of a single electron or vice versa. This 
is the smallest scale at which such transformation is theoretically 
possible, and it is highly desirable, since it would be the only possible 
scale at which electronics, opties, and ultimately magnetics could 
be integrated into one field of research. COBRA is therefore striving 
towards this ultimate goal. 

How to Make Nanostructures 

Accuracy and patience are everything in the fine art of making quan
turn dots. COBRA scientists typically spend weeks in the ultraclean 
laboratory environment, dressed somewhat like astronauts, to pro
duce just one batch of a few dozen semiconductor wafers containing 
the quanturn dots. 

Their extravagant work dothes are only one prerequisite for the 
purity of their product. Even one stray atom of the wrong element 
makes a difference. Tons ofhigh-quality stainless steelforma harrier 
that must keep dust and stray atoms out. The computer-controlled 
ovens guarantee that the substrate and quanturn-dot materials are 
produced gently and with absolute regularity. A slight fissure or 
misalignment in their crystal structure can spoil the experiment . 
Such production techniques and ultracleanliness require vast knowl
edge of material properties and a great deal of experience in order to 
produce quanturn dots of the right size. Getting the quanturn dots 
exactly the right size is critica! because their electronic and photonic 
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properties completely depend on their structure and size. 
This is the world of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical va

por deposition (MOCVD), techniques well known to the semiconductor industry. COBRA 
has at its disposal a well-equipped clean room facility forthese techniques. It also has 
instruments allowing for the characterization of materials and devices. Using these 
technologies to produce quanturn dots goes well beyond their routine application. Here 
the challenge is oot only the purity and the regularity of the quanturn dots, but their 
dirninutive size as well. Qpantum dots are too small to machine them with macroscopie 
means like etching and other technologies from the semiconductor industry. Yet viewed 
on the scale of atoms, they are still huge, containing typically 1,ooo to wo,ooo atoms. 
That is far too many to build thema torn by a torn, as has been clone experimentally with 
smaller structures. And yet a few more or fewer atoms can make them useless. 

Up till now control of their production has only been achieved in one dimension: 
height. The ultrahigh-vacuum production processes allow for the creation of a structure 
of any thickness. The equipment produces a rarefied cloudof atoms that condenses on 
the semiconductor surface. The atoms arrange themselves in a regular pattem on what
ever is already there. In this way a crystal structure is grown layer by atom-sized layer. 

Mostother aspectsof the shape of quanturn dots are so far much harder to achieve. 
Strange as it may seem, production methods for quanturn dots rely on trial and error. 
It is still not possible to calculate and manipulate atoms one by one. So, by making a 
good many dots, one is bound to get a few of the right si ze. But throwing away most of 
every production run is not very efficient, especially when the necessary purity makes 
the process expensive. 

Self-Organizing Structures 

COBRA puts a great deal of effort into brioging the preparation of small structures 
under better con trol. One method to guide the lateral size of quanturn dotsis to intro
duce a precisely controlled irregularity. This has recently been accomplished by the 
COBRA group. 

For instance, when a few atomie layers of indium arsenide (InAs) are grown on a 
gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrate, there is a small misfit between the two materials. 
Atoms intheGaAs surface are packed a bit more closely together than those in the InAs 
layer. Like a badly fitting bed sheet, this layer will develop folds and creases, which re
sults in atoms piling up on the surface. The surrounding materials are chosen in such 
a way that they arrange themselves into quanturn dots. This is called self-organization. 
The shape is determined by material properties that can be accurately controlled. 

Researchers at the COBRA clean room. The tacility is especia/ly wel/ 
equipped tor handling materials trom the III-V compound group, such 
as indium phosphide (lnP). 
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1) Growingquantum dots 

2) Analyzing quantum dots 

3) Landscape of quantum dots 

4) Cross-section of a stack of 5 quantum dots 

5) A quantum dot emits light of a specific co lor 
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Figure 4: 
1) During the growth of semiconductor quantum dots, atoms wil I spontaneously form pyramid-shaped objects. The size, shape, and 
composition depend on the growth conditions but, typically, a quantum dot is about 20 nm wide at its base and 5 nm high. The cause 
of the spontaneous structuring is that the atomie la ttices of the substrate layer and those of the quantum-dot material do notmatch 
perfectly. 
2) The resulting quanturn dotscan be scanned with the sharp needie of either an atomie force microscope (AFM) or a scanning tun
neling microscope (STM). When using an AFM, the needie measures the interaction force with the surface. An STM measures a sma ll 
electrical current that flows from the tip of the needie to the probed materiaL In this way, the shape, size, and composition of the quanturn 
dots are determined. 
3) Quanturn dots are clearly visible th rough AFM imaging as nanosized hills in a nanoscale landscape. After growing dotsin a layer of 

InAs- a bout 2 nm thick- additionallayers of semiconductor material are added. In these layers, new quanturn dots wil I spontaneously 
structure on top of existing dots. Stacking dots on top of each other gives further possibilities for adjusting their functionality, or for 
tweaking their optica I and electrical properties. 
4) After growing and embedding severallayers of quanturn dots, we cleave the grown structures. Th is image shows a cross section of 
a stack of 5 quanturn dots. As we scan the cross-sectional surface with an STM tip, we can see individual atoms in the materiaL Thus 
we can accurately delermine the si ze and composition of the dots. 
5) The optica I and electrical properties of quantum dots depend on their size and composition. After optica I excitation the quanturn 
dots emit light at a specific frequency that is determined by the size, shape, and composition of the dot. Th is makesthem suitable, if 
their density and quality are high enough, for use as a laser souree in an optica I network. 

Although indirect, this holds the promise of better and larger-seale control compared 
tobuilding up the individual structures directly (see figure 4). 

Observing the Structures 

Precise control of nanostructure formation is nat only a matter of accurately tuning the 
environment in which the equipment operates, one a lso needs to measure what has been 
made.and so obtain a thorough understanding ofhow material properties influence dot 
formation. This is why atomie microscopes and computer simulations are so important 
for COBRA's research. 

The flat landscape where quanturn dots rise like pyramids in the desert can only 
be visualized in detail with a technique called scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). 
These microscopescan make individual atoms visible, providing the ultimate opportu
nity to check on the structures made in the laboratory. 

To map the surface of a small structure, an STM uses a needle that is sosharp that 
its end is only a few atoms thick. By moving the needle over the surface, the electric push 
and pull of the individual atoms can be sensed. By scanning the needle over the area of 
interest, a picture of its structure can be made. 

It is nat an easy technology to master. Mapping surfaces with atomie precision 
requires a clean environment, more stainless steel to make an ultrahigh vacuum, and 
intricate computer con trol. In the course of time scientists have managed to push the 
limitsof observation with STM, bit by bit. 

COBRA researchers succeeded, for instance, in picturing the deep structure of 
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A look through the window of a scanning 
tunneling microscope (STM), operating 
at Jow temperature ( 5 K) and under ultra
high-vacuum conditions (19-11 torr). 

In this contiguration a grown mu/ti
Jayer structure is cleaved and imaged by 
the tip of an STM needie that scans a long 
the surface. ft allows one to determine 
the si ze, shape, and composition of semi
conductor nanostructures with atomie
scale precision. 

Nanostructured Materials 

a materiaL An STM in itself will only picture atoms on the surface 
of a material, but when a sample is carefully broken in half and put 
on its side, deeper layers are accessible to the tip of the STM and 
may be scanned. Interestingly, this does not merely show the atoms 
themselves, but also reveals the tensions between layers of different 
materials that may have been assembied on top of each other. This is 
essential for analyzing quanturn dots since the tension between layers 
is what creates them. 

The speed of STM has been greatly enhanced as wel!. The tech
nique is now so fast that it opens new windows on material forma
tien. Soon it will be possible to make a movie of phenomena as they 
occur on the surface. The deposition of individual atoms can then 
be followed in real time during fabrication, greatly deepening the 
understanding of the processes involved. 

At COBRA scientists also developed new STM techniques to 
detect the photons from individual quanturn dots and even single 
impurity atoms in the semiconductor material, that allow a better 
understanding of their properties. Ultimately this understanding 
might allow single impurities for optical, electronic, and magnetic 
properties to operate in a device. 

Modeling Nanostructure Formation 

The formation of nanostructures like quanturn dots involves a com
plex interplay of atoms, which can be modeled with a computer. 
Models, codesigned by COBRA and partners in the United States, help 
predict how material properties are determined by production cir
cumstances. And they are as valuable in tuning the equipment as they 
are in understanding the physics of semiconductor nanostructures. 

Computer roodels can now handle larger configurations of atoms 
from a greater number of elements. This makes the calculations more 
realistic. For example, recent research invalving COBRA scientists 
has made it possible to show how the internal dis tribution profile of 
In atoms in an InGaAs quanturn dot determines the interaction ener
gies between charge carriers confined in a quanturn dot. 

lt is, however, still a major challenge to model self-organizing 
processes at the nanoscale. Many atomie properties that influence the 
creation of the material still cannot be realistically modeled since we 
don't know yet how they behave in reality. Even predicting how atoms 
rearrange themselves after they have been carefully deposited on a sur
face is a hu ge task. Doing this in a realistic and dynamic environment, 
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with many atoms interacting with each other, is still not possible. 
The final goal in the rnadeling of quanturn dots is to understand 

and predict their electronic, photonic, and magnetic properties on 
the basis of accurate structural information such as the size, shape, 
and composition of the dots. 

The Physics of Dots 

Once made, of ten af terweeksof work, the nanostructures may be put 
to the test. Was it worth the many cubic meters of equipment and the 
many expensive processing steps? Are the effects of a few interacting 
particles measurable? How much closerare we to the ultimate goal of 
cantrolling a single photon with a single electron? 

Researchers in Eindhoven observed many interesting effects 
in their quanturn dots, yielding several applications. For example, 
COBRA scientists showed that these structures may be used to store a 
small number of electrons, thus creating a digital memory. Q!lantum 
dotscan also produce laser light, andrecent experimentsin the mate
rials research group show that they can be given magnetic properties. 

Quanturn dots differ from other semiconductor componentsin 
that they constitute a little space all to themselves-they areclosedon 
all sides. This means that electrans inside a quanturn dot will not find 
their way out easily. In this sense, quanturn dots are artificial atoms. 
This means that the samespecial effects seen with atoms-physical 
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Part of the molecular-beam epitaxy equipment that is used to ultrahigh-vacuum conditions on the surface of a semiconductor 
grow III-V multilayered semiconductor structures. Element sourc- wafer where these atoms arrange in a perfect crystallattice. 
es like Ga, In, Al and As are used to deposit these atoms under 
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effects that do not belong to the macroscopie world-are encountered in quanturn dot:S; 
For instance, the electrans in an a torn can only carry sharply defined amounts of energy, 
and nothing in between. Related to this, atoms can emit or absorb photons of certain 
frequencies, but not of any other. These "quantum effects" have been known for rriore 
than a century, but we now know that many of the sameeffects also occur in quanturn 
dots. We can use this to our advantage. 

The quanturn effects completely determine the emission of photons. The co lor. of 
the emi tted light is therefore influenced by tweaking the si ze of the dots. Make the dots ·· 
a little larger or smaller, and the color is tuned toone's needs. The materials research ·· 
group has made quanturn dots that emit light with a wavelengthof 1550 nm, the color 
used for telecommunications. 

Obsernng the light emitted from a quanturn dot down tothelevel of single photons · 
is an art in itself. The objects are so small that every photon is important for the analysis. 
It is quite achallenge to catchthem all. 

As the structures become smallerand smaller, it is more demanding to observe -
how they behave. New, possibly unknown quanturn effects may escape observation, 
especially when they only last for a short time. That is why the group invests strongly .... 
in uitrafast and highly spatially resolved optical spectroscopy. By studying the optical 
properties of single quanturn dots, COBRA scientists recently showed that they can 
control both the magnetic interaction of the charge carriers in the dot as well as how. 
the charge carriers in the dot can couple to carriers outside the quanturn dot. Such deep · 
understanding of the physics involved is very important to create functional devices 
that opera te optimally. 

Perspective 

The great challenge of nanophysics lies in the ordered, atomically precise production 
of structures and the understanding of their behavior. As scientists at COBRA learrlto 
manipulate the interaction of one single electron within a quanturn dot with one single 
photon, they are a pproaehing the fundamentallimits of devices. It is the most funda~ _· 
mentallevel of integration of photonics and electronics. 

This opens the way for the smallest, most complex, least power-consuming, fast
est, and most integrated optoelectronics possible. And these in turn bear the promise
of employing the effects that are seen on these small scales in newways. This may bririg 
us closer not only to vastly superior network performance, but also to such applicatioris 
as quanturn computing and unbreakable quanturn cryptography. 

Operator at work on the metal-organic vapor epi
taxy equipment (MOVPE), used to grow 111- V semi

conductor nanostructures. Metal-organic molecules 
decompose near the hot surface of a semiconductor 

water on which the atoms arrange in a prefect crystaF. ·_: 
fine manner_ Th is allows for atomie-scale precision in 
the growth of the multilayer structure_ 
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Dr. Hideo Kuwahara leads a research group for long-range communi
cations at Fujitsu. There he retained the responsibility for overseeing 
pbotonic research activities from his former position as the direc
terand general manager of the Fujitsu Laboratories. In 2006 he was 
named a Fujitsu Fellow. 

"I was responsible for the research itself-I managed the orga
nization, performance estimation, and budget. Now, as a Fellow, my 
main taskis not to bear that kind of management responsibility. It has 
been shifting to coordination, advising, supervising-keeping an eye 
on the larger team concept." 

lt is a lot to keep an eye on. Fujitsu, a company that is roughly 
70 percent dedicated to manufacturing computers and associated 
services, and 20 percent tobuilding telecommunications infrastruc
ture, has a substantial netwerk oflaboratories, with about 1500 staff 
members. The majority are located in Japan, butsome parts of the 
netwerk are overseas. In the period 2ooo-2oo3 Kuwahara was as
signed to establish a new Iabaratory in Texas. 

"Those we re the years during which Fujitsu, like other IT compa
nies, had to weather the bursting of the dot-com bubble. This meant 
a very severe downturn in 2001, with low revenues. After that came a 
recovery; interest in pbotonic technology for data transportation re
ally returned because of increased traffic." 

"And this still continues, even if in recent months, at the end 
of 2008 and the beginning of 2009, we had the financial meltdown. 
Fujitsu is not immune, but it is my impression that companies like 
ours did not suffer as badly as, for instance, the automobile compa
nies. The telecom industry is a bout infrastructure, so we were nothit 
as hard. We live in times in which many new applications, such as 
YouTube, are hungry for bandwidth." 

Modulation 

However, Kuwahara warns that in comparison with electronic tech
nology, pbotonic technology is somewhat immature: "In 100 Gbps 
systems, we would like to use the coding methods now used in wire
less networks, called quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and 
quadrature phase-shift keying ( QPSK). In that respect, even if it works 
at lower speeds, wireless is more advanced." 

But bringing these coding techniques to networks where light is 
the information carrier is not so simple, not if at the end points the 
light is to be converted into dectrical current and dealt with by elec-
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Hideo Kuwahara leads the research 
group tor long-range communications 
at Fujitsu. Fujitsu Lab headquarters is 

located in Kawasaki, ju st south of Tokyo. 
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tronie components. Kuwahara explains as follows: "For 40 and 100 Gbps, the electran
ies work too slowly to keep up. Recently complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
(CMOS) technology has been increasing in speed: data rates as high as 40 Gbps can now 
be reached, we think. In that case, it would be a natural trend to keep combining opties 
and electronics. The electranies would provide fast processing capability, and the opties 
would give us fast transfer rates. But there is a limit as to how far you can push this. Fu
jitsu is a partner in a 100 Gbps facility; a lot of companies are working on networks with 
channels of that speed. Electranies will notbefast enough. With QpSK modulation and 
CMOS components, around 50 Gbps would right now seem the limit for electronics." 

Merging Electranies and Photonics 

One way to keep electranies in play is by keeping the data ra te for each channellower 
than it could be. This allows for the spacing of the channels closer toeach other with 
respect to the wavelength, thus increasing the number of channels available. 

Kuwahara: ''Another way to circumvent the limitations of electranies would be po
larization multiplexing. In every channel you could send two light signals with different 
polarizations, so they are independent. Keeping the channel spacing the same, we could 
reduce the speed per polarization direction by half; with two polarization subchannels 
of 25 Gbps, CMOS technology can definitely be used." 

Another glimmer of hope is the advent of new electronic materials, promising 
faster electronics. Kuwahara agrees: "There is indium phosphide, which could be com
bined with silicon and germanium into compound devices. But the scale at which this 
can be clone is very limited. It cannot be clone as CMOS." 

But how far will CMOS be able tobring us? Advances in CMOS technology will by 
definition mean increasing the switching speed while reducing power consumption. 
According to Kuwahara, "Th is means that we will have to push miniaturization forward. 
But we are already getting near Moore's harrier, the level of miniaturization belowwhich 
Moore's law doesn't apply any more, because the size of atoms becomes appreciable and 
influences the functioning of devices. 

This is where opties could take over or may even be one of the few alternative 
solutions." 

"We will then havetolook for completely new devices that have not yet been invent
ed. Optical processing has the capacity to befast enough. At high bit rates, processing 
should be only optica!. Workon this is being done at several places, notably at the Hein
rich Hertz Institute in Berlin and also COBRA in Eindhoven. But that kind of activity is 
still at an early research stage-there is still a lot of fundamental research to be done." 
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Important Technologies 

Devices can process light in vastly different ways. One way that Dr. Kuwahara thinks 
might be a good candidate for development is through the use of nonlinear glass fiber. 
In such a fiber the transmission properties change as the intensity goes up. "At Fujitsu 
we are using this kind of fiber to obtain a noise-reduction effect." 

Another very important technology is already in practical use: wavelength-selective 
switching (WSS). It is used in ROADMs-the switches that allow access to and exit 
from the glass-fiber highway. "The reconfiguring means the direction of traffic can be 
changed. They work very slowly now, but in the future we should be able to obtain faster 
redirection until, in highway terminology, you can switch truck by truck, car by car. But 
current technology cannot do that yet." 

Can we be confident that these technologies will be ready to help us cope with 
traffic demand in ten years' time? "Partially. Optica! technology is now advancing. It 
is becoming more device directed. From silicon crystals with some electrooie as well 
as photonic properties, we progress to photonic crystals, materials with a periadie 
structure to give us the special performance we want. With this, you can make highly 
integrated, very sophisticated, small devices." 

Telecommunications Is Changing 

Of course, things may turn out differently. Unexpected technica! roadblocks might ap
pear, but progress might also be hampered by economie and even legal developments. 
"Telecommunications is changing. At first, you had just the telephone, but that's less 
important now. Instead you have e-mail and video. And those are now starting tomerge 
with braadcasting activities. But currently we are unsure: What is the direction all this 
will take? How should we manage all this data? What happens with regard to copy
rights, for instance. That's the kind of border we are at now: are we communicating, or 
publishing? 

The regulations on these topics are not maturing at the same rate in Japan, the US, 
and Europe. The business models are not so well established. Yet these will be decisive." 
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If photonics is to play a substantial role in the telecommunications and computing 
market of the future, it will have to follow the same dynamics as electranies in termsof 
speed improvement, cost reduction, and component miniaturization. 

In electronics, Moore's law-the observation that the number of transistors that 
can he placed inexpensively on an integrated circuit doubles about every eighteen 
months-has defined industry developments for almost half a century now. By exploit
ing the unique properties of light, photonics research hopes to develop technologies 
that also support a significant reduction in circuit size and fabrication cost, at rates 
enabling a doubling of component count about every 30 months. The optoelectronic 
devices research group at COBRA focuses on developing optica! integrated devices that 
allow for synthesizing a braad class of functionalities from a small number of elemen
tary componentsin a generic integration process. The key idea is to apply to photonics 
the sa me methodelogies that allowed microelectranies to change the world. 

Photonic Integrated Circuits 

Integrating multiple photonic functions on a single chip- a photonic integrated circuit 
(PIC)-requires miniaturized optica! circuits that consist of passive components (e.g., 
waveguides) as wellas active on es (e.g., light sourees and detectors). These components 
must be manufactured on the surface of a thin substrate of semiconductor material that 
has been optimized for generating and transporting laser light. 

Following the breakthrough of optica! transmission in telecom networks, photon
ics is now entering the fieldsof signa! processing and computing. Computer chips that 
transmit data with light insteadof dectricity consume much less power than conven
tional chips, but so far they have remained laboratory curiosities. COBRA's challenge is 
to realize increasingly smaller PICs with ever more optica! components. This challenge 
is camparabie to that fa eed by the electronie-chip industry of the 196os: the first inte
grated circuits contained only one or two transistors and a handful of passive compo
nents. It took a decade of research before it was possible to pack a few hundred transis
tors onto each chip. Techniques that allowed for combining up to 1,ooo transistor-based 
circuits onto a single chip began in the early 196os. Only after the analog signa! path had 

• : been replaced by a digital signa! path in the 1970s did it become possible to integrate 
e .. • . hundreds of millions of individual transistors on one piece of silicon. 

~ .. 1 • The historica! parallels between the electronic and optica! industries point to the 
• • • • • • • · · great challenges that research in optoelectronics faces today. Justas with the develop-
"... .. ' ' • • r.nent of VLSI chips, a long list of different factors defines the success with which re-
• j • • • • • s'earch in photonics can be pushed forward . 

~ .. • • • · . Fir~t, new methods have to be developed for making optoelectronic components 
t .... • \ .. by using stal).dard industry methods and standard types of substrate materiaL High-
~ ' • • • • • • reso!utidn lithography and deep waveguide-etching technologies are required for 

) .. • mis. :>.tandardization techniques arealso needed so that the number of basic photonic 
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components can be limited to just a few. New design tools have to be developed so that 
optica! chips can be produced within a reasanabie timeframe. Finally, landmark text
books on optica! devices, allowing optoelectranic designers to be trained, have yet to 
be published. 

Further down the list of all the factors that define the success of PICs comes funda
mental knowledge of the underlying physics in the optoelectronic domaio and the 
emergence of new semiconducting materials, enabling a substantial reduction in the 
power consumption of optica! components, toa level at which they can be integrated in 
large numbers into large-scale PI Cs. But even with the right fabrication techniques, can 
optica! components be scaled downtoever-smaller dimensions, justas in electrooi es? 

In the past decade COBRA has been at the forefront internationally in preparing 
to meet these challenges. As will be seen below, the COBRA team has been particularly 
successful indeveloping optica! PICs that allow for ever greater component density. 

Materials 

Earlyin the 1990s researchers at COBRA decided to work with indium gallium arsenide 
phosphide doped with indium phosphide (InGaAsP/InP) as the standard semiconductor 
material for optoelectranic applications. Compared to most other compound semi
conductors within the same group in the periadie table (the III-V compound group), 
indium phosphide (InP) is excellent for use in optoelectranics. It has superior electron 
velocity and an electron can shift from the lowest-energy state in the conduction band 
to the highest-energy state in the valenee band without causing state transitionsin the 
crystal material of the InP. The result is that interactions between electrans and photons 
are fairly straightforward. 

Although cheaper semiconductor materials are available for use in optical elec
tranics, establishing InPas the standard material is important because of its versatility. 
It is the only material available that allows for integration of the full suite of photonic 
functionalities in the wavelength range relevant for optica! communication. Thus 
fram the same substrate material, many different optoelectronic components can be 
made-including filters, amplifiers, connectors, or switches-using the same set of 
manufacturing production steps. 

Components 

The power of integration technologyin electranies derives fram the fact that a braad 
class of functionalities can be synthesized from a small set of elementary components, 
such as transistors, resistors, and capacitors. A technology that supports integration of 
these elementary components can therefore be used for a braad class of applications. 

Devices 
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Although pbotonic integration has much in common with microelectronic integration, 
a major difference is the variety of devices and deviceprinciplesin photonics. In pbo
tonics there are such components as couplers, filters, multiplexers, lasers, detectors, 
switches, and modulators, to name just a few. For each of these devices, a broad variety 
of different operation principles, manufacturing processes, and materialscan be used. 
It is impossible to develop a monolithic method that is capable of producing even a 
modest subset of all these devices. 

The key to the successof integration in photonics, therefore, is to reduce the variety 
of optical functionalities toa few elementary components. In the past decade research
ers at COBRA have developed four elementary components that can serve as a basis for 
pbotonic integration: passive waveguide structures, phase manipulators, amplitude 
manipulators, and polarization manipulators. Ninety percent of all optical devicescan 
be made using these four elementary components. Let us look a bit closer at each of 
these components. 

An optica/ chip with two pulse shapers. 
A pulse shaper is capable of transforming 
the shape of light pulses in the femtosec
ond ( 10 ·15 of a second) duration range. 

Picosecond pulses are created by special 
laser sources. which have been integra
ted in compact chips at COBRA. 

The pu/se processing starts with 
demultiplexing the light into its speetral 
components using two demultiplexers 
(the round shapes, top right and bottam 
left) . Then, the phase of each speetral 
component is modu/ated in 20 phase 
modulators (the two horizontal lines, 
middle). Due to interference effects, the 
resulting light beam features a pulse train, 
in which the shape of the pulses can be 
controlled with the modulator array. 
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~ Previous page: Photonic crystal pil/ars etched 
in indium phosphide (lnP). These crystals are capable 
of confining light in smal/ areas. Usually, they are cre
ated by etching holes in a waveguide structure. Here, 
however, pil/ars instead of holes are used. While 
disp/aying simi/ar photonic effects, pil/ars are easier 

Waveguide Structures 

to integrale with conventional waveguide circuits. The 
fabrication ofsuch structures requires advanced etch
ing techniques, capable of etching structures on an 
extremely smal/ scale. The waveguide structures are 
typical/y 2 fJm wide, and the pil/ars are 200-400 nm 

wide. The etch depth is approximately 4 fJm. 

Passive waveguide structures allow for low-loss interconnection of optical devices. 
In optical components and devices, however, they can do much more than that. Their 
geometrical properties-their length, height, width, ar shape-control the reflection, 
refraction, or dispersion of the light that propagates through them. Por instance, vary
ing the length of a waveguide structure by a few hundred nanometers shifts the phase 
of the light wave at the end of the structure. Choosing different widths may result in 
diverging waveguide fronts. So by altering the geometrical properties of waveguide 
structures, light signals can be manipulated, filtered below or above specific frequen
cies, mixed together, or focused and amplified. That way, a wide range of miniaturized 
optical componentscan be made, such as couplers, filters, multiplexers, and polariza
tion and mode converters. COBRA has been particularly successful in producing such 
miniaturized components. 

Phase and Amplitude Manipulators 

There are many different methods of makinga component that changes the phase of a 
light wave. COBRA developed a phase manipulator based on electro-refractive effects. 
It can be easily integrated in passive waveguide structures. Thema in applications so far 
have been in fast optical switches, optical modulators, and phase control in femtosec
ond pulse shapers. 

Amplitude manipulators are SOAs that manipulate the amplitude of optical sig
nals. They are made of semiconductor material, using the sameprocessing techniques 
as for making dectronie chips. In an SOA those semiconductor materials are tuned for 
their quanturn effects sa that the optical signalis amplified directly, without the need 
to first convert it into an dectrical signal. An SOA is a powerful device: it amplifies very 
weak light signals by relatively large amounts, roughly 10 to 20 decibels (dB); it allows 
for bath linear operation, such as in active filters, additive mixers, integrators, and 
delay lines, and also nonlinear signal processing, such as in compressors, or expand
ers; and it can be made to operate in different wavelength ranges. It can also switch 
the amplification on and off extremely fast- switching times are in the range of a few 
femtoseconds-allowing an SOA to be used as an uitrafast optical switch. Several SOAs 
mayalso be integrated into an array that can switch a vast number of signal channels. 

Devices 
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Figure 5: 
Optical chips contain an increasing number of op
tica! components. As the transition from analog 
optical components (brown line) to digital optical 
components (green line) takes shape in the next 
lew decades, optical chips will see a steep rise in 
component density. (A) The first Arrayed Waveguide 
Grating (AWG). (B) The world 's first fully integrated, 

compact optica I cross- conneet (OXC). (C) A 40-chan
nel multi-wavelength receiver. (D) lntegrated optical 
flip-flop memory based on coupled microring lasers. 
(E) The world's smallest laser: a plasman laser with 
dimensions of just a lew dozen nanometers. (F) Fu
ture improvements in plasman lasers may bring the 
inlegration scale to 1 million componentsper chip. 

Even if SOAs are extremely useful "workhorses" for photonics, they are also compli
cated. Because of nonlinear phenomena, they have high levels of signal distartion 
and they cause unwanted interaction between wavelength channels (cross talk). 
Research at COBRA has aimed particularly at improving SOAs while at the same time 
miniaturizing them. 
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Above: A cryostat (cooled chamber) for 
testing the plasmanie nanolasers at 
cryogenic temperatures. 

Below: Nanolasers on a test mounting. 

Devices 

Polarization Manipulators 

Polarization of light can be manipulated in different ways, for in
stance, by rotating its direction by a given angle. Or it can be ma
nipulated to block one polarization direction, allowing only the other 
polarization direction of the light to propagate. This gives the possi
bility of cantrolling the undefined polarization of incoming signals 
and using polarization in advanced signaling schemes. 

Integrati on 

With InGaAsP/InP as the basic materialand these four basic compo
nents, COBRA started in the 1990s by integrating just a handful of 
optical components on one chip. Today COBRA's most complex III-V 
pbotonics chips contain a few dozen components. The research focus 
is on increasing the performance and capabilities of such devices, with 
respect to speed, power consumption, and on increasing the number 
of basic building blocks that the integration technology can support. 

With many of the basic components, COBRA bas been among the 
first research labs to demonstrate functionality of a specific compo
nent or manufacturing technology. COBRA introduced production 
methods for producing these components in InP material, using 
industry-standard lithography methods. Figure 5 shows the develop
ment of PI Cs in the COBRA lab with the number of componentsper 
integrated circuit on the vertical axis: COBRA is currently moving 
from "microphotonics" to "nanophotonics." 

The development started in 1988 with the invention of the AWG de
multiplexer by the head of COBRA's integrated devices group. Several 
groups worked on integrating AWGs withother componentsin more 
complex circuits that are better, faster, smaller, and less power hun
gry. In 1996 COBRA presented the first InP-based optical addfdrop 
multiplexer (OADM) foliowed in 1999 by a compact optical cross-con
neet (OXC), the worlds most complex InP-based pbotonic IC at that 
time. COBRA bas succeeded in further reductions of waveguide si zes 
ever since and bas come close to the theoreticallimits of conventional 
deep-etched waveguide technologyin InP. 

Another milestone achieved by COBRA researchers is the world' s 
smallest pbotonic "flip-flop." This is a switching component that bas 
two stabie states: on and off. Since both states are stable, this flip-flop 
may serve as the building block for future digital optical processors. 
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The optical flip-flop uses miniature lasers and consumes far lessen
ergy in switching than previous versionsof such a component. It can 
switch extremely fast-in picoseconds. The energy consumption of 
this type of flip-flop is so small that it allows in principle for integra
tion of more than 1000 componentsper chip. 

How far can this path ofintegration lead us?The issues continue 
to be heat dissipation, lining up ever more optical componentsin the 
signal path, and cost reduction. 

As for power consumption: reduction of the dimensions of the 
device is key. Smaller components are usually faster and consume 
less energy. Optical components can be made significantly smaller 
than they are today by using photonic crystal technology. However, 
they cannot be made smaller than the wavelength of the light. This 
is a hard physical banier: the wavelength of the light used in optical 
communications is around 1.5 1-1m in air, and around 400 nm in InP 
materiaL Moreover, the theoretica! smallest structure sizes in the 
optical domain are much larger than those in the dectronie domain. 
Electrans have an associated wavelengthof around 7 picometers. That 
is 2oo,ooo times smaller than the wavelength oflight. 

Does this mean that optical circuitry will never reach the small 
scales of electronics? Probably not, because recently, COBRA has 
shown for the first time that lasing in waveguides of a bout half the 
diffraction limit in width is possible. So, it is possible to squeeze a 
propagating light mode in one directiontoa spacesmaller than the 
diffraction limit. It is even likely that significant further miniaturiza
tion of these plasman mode lasers will be possible in the future, by 
reducing the widths ofboth the semiconductor and insulating layers. 

Lining up optical components in the signal path leads to an
other important issue: the losses and distortions of each compo
nent accumulate. For that reason, only a few dozen components 
can be chained in the signal path. What is needed here is a radical 
breakthrough, comparable to the one in electranies in the 1970s and 
198os. Analog components were then increasingly rep la eed by digital 
components. With digital technology, the signalis regenerated after 
passing through each component. That makes it possible to chain 
many components in the signal path, without accumulating noise 
and other distortions. 

Early experiments with digital op ti cal circuitry have been prom
ising. COBRA is currently working on the development of a digital 
class of PI Cs. New types of miniature lasers have been developed for 
applications such as digital-pulse generation, doek recovery, and 
optical analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. 
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Example of a multiproject water fabri· 

cated at COBRA. In multiproject wafers 
a number of designs trom different users 
are combined on a single indium phos
phide water. 

Following pages ~ 

In 2002, the 800 m2 clean room facili
ty became available tor material growth 
and device processing. Here, COBRA has 

in·house technological infrastructure tor 
state-af-the-art III-V material growth and 
advanced research on PIC development. 
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Cost reduction is also essential for bringing the ultimate aim of digital optica! VLSI cir
cuits within reach. COBRA increasinglyworks in close collaboration withother research 
institutes and companies to implement a foundry concept, where clean rooms, ad
vanced computer-aided-design tools, and other facilities are shared by many partners. 
This means that low fabrication costs can even be realized in small volumes. 

As a result, COBRA expects that the number of innovations will increase while 
manufacturing costs decrease. This is expected to significantly increase the number of 
PI Cs on the market in the next few years. 

Outlook 

The challenge in the next decade is not only to improve what are already high-quality, 
low-cost miniature components, but also to develop fabrication techniques that will 
ultimately allow for packing thousands of standardized miniature optica! components 
onto a single chip. The focus will be on performance and capabilities of the generic 
integration processes, for example, with respect to speed, power consumption, and the 
number of basic building blocks it can support. This may leadtosome increase in the 
complexity of PI Cs, but the main focus for the first few years will be to reduce power 
consumption while steadily improving performance. 

After this phase, photonic devices will make the switch from analog to digital. 
This will allow photonic integration to move towards VLSI-circuit complexity. COBRA 
achieved a major breakthrough in this respect: it created the smallest semiconductor 
laser ever (Hill2oo7). This new nanoscale device can genera te lightinaspace just a few 
nanometers in si ze. In other words, these lasers are as smallas modern transistors. They 
opera te at very low switching energies and extremely high switching speeds. 

This breakthrough holds the promise that digital photonic circuits, containing 
more than wo,ooo lasers per chip and operating at doek rates of several terahertz 
(THz), will become reality. The ongoing challenge is to find better ways of creating such 
devices, making them ever faster, smaller, and more energy efficient. 

A sputter machine in the COBRA clean room. The 
cylinder in front is a vacuum room, in which the coat
ing material (target) is removed trom the surface of 
the coating souree (cathode) by ion bombardment 

and deposited upon a substrate. The technique can 
be used to deposit thin films, tor etching and tor 
analyzing the chemica/ or physical properties of the 
material used. 
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Industry View: Stefan Spälter 

Stefan Spälter is head of optica} engineering at Nokia Siemens Net
works in Germany. His team is part of the R&D organization of the 
business line that builds dense wavelength-division-multiplexed op
ti cal communication systems, the equipment that allows fibers to 
transmit light of manywavelengths, in which information is encoded. 

"The focus of my team is opties: we assess innovative optical 
technologies and integrate them into our products. The time horizon 
extends from four to five years before product maturity until product 
implementation." 

"Today system vendors like Nokia Siemens Networks offer a data 
transport capacity of 3-4 Tbps. That's the total capacity of a single fi
ber, transporting many channels oflight with a per-channel capacity 
of 40 Gbps. Nokia Siemens Networks is the market leader for high
capacity, 40 Gbps-based deployments." 

"In our next product generation, each channel will transport 100 

Gbps. By multiplexing 96 channels per fiber, that amounts to nearly 
10 Tbps of total fiber capacity." 

"With some carriers requiring the 3-4 Tbps capacity already 
today, there will be a need for capacities even beyond 10 Tbps in the 
future. You could gain a factor of 2 by using a braader wavelength 
range. The 96 channels I mentioned befare are located in the so-called 
C band. In addition the long er wavelength L band can be used, en ding 
up with 20 Tbps total." And that is, Spälter explains, about as much 
as present technology will be capable of. 

"If you want to go even further in capacity, another level of so
phistication is required. From today's perspective, there are basically 
three options. First, you can use wavelength bands other than the C 
and L bands; second, you can increase the speetral density by packing 
more channels into the same wavelength range; or, finally, you can 
increase the data ra te within each channel. Now from today's perspec
tive the first option is not really there. That's because erbium-doped 
fiber amplifiers, which are used typically every 8o km toboost the sig
nal in the fiber, only amplify signals in the C and L bands. To aceom
madate other wavelength bands, you would need different amplifica
tion technologies, which have not yet reached maturity. Moreover, 
additional equipment would be required which makes this option 
very costly, both from an equipment cast and from an operational 
expenditure point of view. Also, because signals would then need to 
be processed separately from those in the C and L bands, it would 
diminish the flexibility in combining or separating data streams. In 
short, from an operational perspective, it would be somewhat similar 
to using several fibers and equipping them individually." 
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Stefan Spälter is head of optica/ engi
neering at Nokia Siemens Networks in 
Munich, Germany. 
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Spälter thinks that there may be a way out for the first option and that is by comple
menting or even replacing the existing erbium-doped amplifiers: "We can do that by 
Ra man amplification. The Ra man effect is the transfer of energy from a high-frequency 
pump soureetoa lower-frequency signal. The bandwidth over which Ra man amplifica
tion works is a bout 13 THz in optical fibers, which exceeds the combined width of the 
C and L bands." 

"But I am not a strong heliever in that option for two reasons: First, although you 
get to use a wider wavelength range, the overallloss characteristics in the op ti cal fiber 
are worse. That is because the minimum fiberlossis at a wavelengthof a bout 1550 nm. 
The further the channels are away from this optimum, the higher the fiber loss and the 
lower the overall reach areforthese channels." 

"Second, the Raman effect also acts among the signal channels: short wavelength 
channels transfer power to the long wavelength channels, resulting in another transmis
sion reach penalty. So there is a trade-off: what you gain in ca pa city, you lose in optica! 
reach performance." 

Of the two remairring strategies, the second one-packing more channds into 
the available wavelength bands- has that samedrawback tosome extent, says Spälter. 
"For instance, you can increase the speetral density, using new, higher-level modula
tion schemes. But because you bring the channels together, you will get more linear 
and nonlinear crosstalk between them, so again what you gain in ca pa city, you lose in 
reach. Moreover, this option suffers from nat being compatible with an infrastructure 
previously deployed with a grid containing larger spacing between channels. 

"Which leaves us with the third option, which I consider most promising: to keep 
the spacing between the channds, but to increase the per-channel data rate. It is this 
path that the industry has followed up to now: we went from 2.5 Gbps to 10, then to 40, 

and now to 100 Gbps. It would be logical to extend this, basedon higher-level modula
tion formats similar to those used today in radio communications." 

"Since there is a reach penalty as well when moving from lower to higher per
channel data rates, at first sight it looks like we are going to face the same trade-off as 
with the other two options. However, I expect that mechanisms will be developed which 
mitigate the reach penalty. Such mechanisms are likely to be basedon dectrical pre- and 
postprocessing of the optica! signalat the transmitter and receiver respectively." 

That means that the 20 Tbps threshold is not really a fundamental limit, but we re
quire a new step, by means of new technology, to pass it. Spälter explains: "That is both 
optica! and dectronie technology. In the end, what matters to the customer is total cost 
of ownership, which is affected by ca pa city and reach, but also power consumption and 
footprint. We will have to offer small-footprint, low-power-consumption solutions with 
high reach-capacity product. As for power consumption, although data throughput will 
increase, the roadmaps of all major chip companies show a steady increase in gate densi
ty, which helpstoreduce power consumption per bit. I see two focal points for research 
here: First, work should be performed on more advanced algorithms for digital signa] 
processing, having the potential for improving the reach-capacity product. Second, 
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optoelectronic integration technology should be further developed, that is, integration 
of dectronie and pbotonic components-lasers, photodiodes, transistors, and so forth. 
Op toeleetronie integration results in lower power consumption and at the sametime in 
reduced footprint. Note that foetprint is a big issue: our customers, that is to say the 
carriers, mostly will want to deploy new technologyin existing sites, for example, the 
small huts they use a long the fiber routes. Building new, larger huts is not an option." 
Spälter expects that the migration from electrooie switching to all-optical packet 
switching, if this will happen, is still much further ahead: "What is technically feasible 
today is optical burst switching in metro ring topologies: switchinga large number of 
packets at the same time. That relaxes the time constraints for switching. Given the cur
rent status, I don't see all-optical-packet or burst-switching technologies to maturing 
into the braad market within the next 10 years." 

Spälter has come to value his collaboration with COBRA in recent years. "The 
researchers that co me to us from Eindhoven are exceptionally skilled. One of the pro
fessors is now doing his sabbatical for a couple of months with us. Two farmer PhD 
students got permanent positions. I hope our collaboration will continue to focus on 
this highly important research question: how can we tackle the 20 Tbps threshold?" 
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The Basics of Packets and Switching 

Today's transport networks are shifting from the classica! circuit
switched to packet-switched transport mechanisms. Thema in reason 
for this is to gain flex.ibility and adaptability. With packet-oriented 
data streams, information is no longersent over transport networks 
in which communication channels are fixed end-to-end connections, 
but instead small chunks of data are delivered at a per-packet basis 
totheir destination. With this migration towards fully packet-based 
network architectures, the processing of packets at ultrahigh rates is 
becoming the major challenge for network nodes. 

Increasingly, data packets are sent over modern ultrahigh-speed 
networks using a long-established communication standard: Ethernet. 
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Penetration of braadband access net
works. European countries lead the world 
in overall braadband subscriber density, 

but Asian countries are lar ahead when it 
comes to fiber to the home (OECD). 
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Figure 7: 
Optica! fiber as an affordable economie 
infrastructure: Japan and South Korea 
achieve low monthly costs per 100 
kbps due to the high number of fiber-
to-the-home connections (International 
Telecommunication Union 2008). 
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Ethernet was developed in the 1970s as a way to conneet computers 
in local area networks. Back then, it ran at a speed of a few Mbps, 
connecting a limited number of computer systems. Today, Ethernet
based transport networks, combining the capacity of several fibers, 
run at speeds of 100 Gbps. Multifiber systems of 1000 Gbps are cur
rently in development, which will be deployed in international back
bone networks, connecting billions of users (see figure 8). 

At such high-speed transport rates, switching devices have to be 
extremely fast. For instance, the time available for reading the he ader 
part of a packet and deciding where to send it next in the network 
has decreased by a factor of w,ooo in the past four decades. To read 
and decode a bout 6o bytes of information in a packet header from a 
10 Gbps connection, a network node only has a bout 50 ns available. 
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While the transport rates and the network technology have been 
improving rapidly in the last four decades, Ethernet as the main 
transport protocol has basically remained unchanged. lts design is 
optimized for the systems available forty years ago. That means, for 
instance, that the protocol allows for sending a maximum of 1500 

bytes per data packet. A large number of the packets that travel over 
the Internet today contain much less than that. This leads to packet
header overhead: with little data transported, large numbers ofhead
ers need to be processed. So, headers take away bandwidth that could 
be used for useful data. 

If we consider a 100 Gbps optical network, the flood of small 
data packets causes switching nocles to reach their physical limits 
for header processing. The traverse time of a wo-byte packet is just 
8 ns, during which the switching logic has to arrive at a decision 
as to where to send the packet. In these few nanoseconds, modern 
processorscan execute only a handful of operations. Increasing their 
doek frequency would help, but that dramatically increases power 
consumption. 

For COBRA, investigating optica! packet switches is a care mis
sion, and original contributions have already been made. With the 
rate of data transmitted through fibers increasing every year, elec
tronic header processing will simply not be scalabie up to the future 
speeds of photonic networks. 

Researchers at COBRA recently demonstrated a system that pro
cesses packet headers completely in the optical domain. One key idea 
is to exploit the ability in optica! transmission to use multiple inde
pendent wavelengths. In conventional packet-based networks, the 
packet header is a group of bytes that is transmitted ahead of the data 
laad of the packet. But in the setup at COBRA, the packet header is 
being sent in parallel with the packet data, and the system processes 
it in parallel, too. In this way only simple low-speed and !ow-power 
electranies need to be used to control the optical transmission and 
switching of data at ultrahigh speeds. 

Modern packet switches can have thousands of inputs and out
puts and it remains to be investigated to what extent the parallel op
tica! approach is scalabie to large numbers of ports. Another issue is 
that in the op ti cal domain starage of data is not possible. These issues 
touch on fundamental questions of switch and network architectmes 
that are currently under investigation at COBRA. 
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Figure 8: 
Fiber-optic cables (green) dominate 
global long-haul network backbone con
nections. At transmission speeds of 1000 
Gbps, optica I fibers allow congestion-free 
traffic flow. In metropolitan-area net
works, capper (brown) and optieal-fiber 
networks interconneet Transmission 
speeds range trom 0.1 to 10 Gbps. 

Sending data packets trom tast opti
ca I fiber to slow capper I i nes aften causes 
queuing delay, packet loss, or blocking of 
new connections. Capper still dominates 
access networks. Ambitious fiber-to-the
home projects in many countries aim at 
increasing bath upload and download 
data transmission rates significantly. 
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Fiber-Optic Access Networks 

Optical interconnection will play an important role in FttH projects. Thema in question 
for such projects is: how to conneet all end points to the optical backbone network? One 
option is to conneet every home with fibers toa neighborhood or city switching point 
directly in a point-to-point fashion. The city switching point can be further connected 
to a regional or national switching point. This is ideal in terros of data transmission 
performance, but requires much effort in instaHing separate fibers from the switching 
points to every end user. Alternatively, the network may have a point-to-multipoint 
structure: one fiber from the switching point is split several times to conneet to mul
tiple homes. This makes installation easier but requires more sophisticated terminal 
equipment. 

At COBRA new terminal equipment has been developed for sharing one fiber 
among multiple users, while avoiding traffic congestion and costly overdimensioning 
of the network. 

The approach is highly efficient because the networkis reconfigured dynamically, 
depending on traffic loads. The basic idea is that the capacity of the fiber is distrib
uted over multiple wavelength channels. If a group of network users do nothave much 
data traffic at a certain time, then they may share a single wavelength channel. This 
is realized using timeslots for each user. If, however, a traffic-intensive network user 
consumes all the capacity of a given wavelength channel, then it may be dedicated fully 
to that particular user. When after some time the heavy user ceases his work, moves 
to another part of the network, and resumes his or her activities there, the previously 
used wavelength channel may be redirected to this new location. In other words, the 
system combines wavelength-division multiplexing with time-division multiplexing 
and wavelength switching in a flexible manner. 

An experimental setup has been successfully tested in the Dutch research project 
"Freeband." In this setup, from a central switching station, an optica} fiber is deployed 
in a ring-shaped feeder network. Along the ring, clusters of homes are connected via 
network node stations. These can be remote controlled from the central switching sta
tion. Depending on traffic demand, they are set to add or drop a wavelength channel 
from or to one or multiple homes. Eight wavelength channels are used to transport the 
downstream data, eight for the upstream data. 

Here, for the first time, flexible resource allocation in optical-access networks has 
been tested in real-world conditions, dynamically injecting and extracting streams at 
Gbps data rates from and to the homes. 

High-Bandwidth Conneetiens in Buildings 

When optica} gigabit connections reach the building, then the next question becomes: 
how to conneet the end users to the optica} fiber at high speed and in a flexible way? 

Networks 
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Above: Deployment of fiber-optic cable. Toproteet the structural 
integrity of the fiber, instal/ers must know its exact limitations, 
such as a maximum bend radius. 
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Below: Equipment with fiber-optic cables at the Amsterdam Inter
net Exchange switching point. The AMS-IX is the large st Internet 
exchange in the world, when measured by average throughput. 
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In homes, hospitals, office buildings, conference centers, airport departure lounges, 
and so forth, users are often connected to the network using radio-based wireless 
access stations. 

Figure 9: 
Fiberto the home: fiber-optic cable can deliver much faster braad
band speeds to the end user than is possible over capper access 

networks. For bath upload and download speeds, 10 Mbps to 
100 Mbps are typical, and 1 Gbps is possible with currently avail
able technologies. Wired home terminals, such as PCs. (HD)TVs, 
printers, scanners, data servers, webcams, sensors, and so on, 
can be addressed with optica! fiber directly. High transmission 

rates are even feasible wirelessly (connecting laptops, smart 
telephones, Internet radios, sensors, and sa forth) , with new 
radio-over-fiber technologies delivering the radio signa! via the 
optica! fiber to radio antenna stations distributed through the 
building. Users can freely move between rooms, as bandwidth is 
switched dynamically, on demand, to the end user. 
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Such eXIstmg access stations convert Ethernet-based traffic received via cap
per cables into orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) radio signals. 
The advantage of this technology is that it uses a relatively low carrier frequency of 
around 2.4 GHz. At this frequency, radio signals will pass relatively easily through walls 
and floors, so they have an acceptable range within buildings. Disadvantages are the low 
transmission speeds of between 30 and 130 Mbps and the need for complex devices for 
translating electrooie signals into radio signals. 

Current wireless access points are not suitable to transport a 1 Gbps signal. So, 
how to make these faster? Paster implies that more wireless bandwidth is needed. Yet, 
this is only available at much higher carrier frequencies, for instance, around 6o GHz. 
The problem with such high frequencies is, however, that the radio signals do notpass 
through walls anyrnore, as with a 2-4 GHz signal. 

COBRA created a solution, in which optical fibers are used to transport the radio 
signals to individual rooms. A central station generates the radio signals, but insteadof 
sending those signals to an antenna, they are modulated on an optical wavelength car
rier and transmitted through the fiber. The wavelength channels may carry radio signals 
of different formats and frequencies. At the end of the fiber, a radio antenna station is 
connected that can handle all of them. Such a universa! antenna station can readily be 
produced by simplifying it to no more than a photodiode for the optoelectronic conver
sion, and a braadband power amplifier that is connected to the antenna. 

With this "radio-over-fiber" solution, mobile end users can be served with 1 Gbps 
wireless connections (see figure 9 ). 

Since the wireless radio signals are carried to all rooms by optical fiber, there is 
no electromagnetic interference between the signals. The data-transport protocol and 
capacity can be reconfigured for every room, depending on the user's preference. Mo
bile users can easily move between rooms, as the antenna dosest to the user picks up 
the signaland sends it to the central station, ensuring a searnless wireless experience. 

Radio-over-fiber will lift home wireless network solutions to the next level of 
high-speed communication. lt will integrate the best of both the optical and the 
wireless worlds. 

Outlook 

Thus, from backbone networks, down to access networks and networks within build
ings, researchers at COBRA create solutions using optical technologies. 

Future research will be directed towards removing or simplifying optoelectronic 
conversionsin every level of the communications network. Already today, our research 
has shown that the optical technology is available for creating end-to-end, transparent, 
all-optical communication paths, which allow users to communicate using any type of 
service, at any ra te without congestion, using wireless devices at the end points. 
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Today, an average person in an industrialized country consumes 
information a bout 12 hours per day through all kinds of media, from 
books and newspapers to Internet video. Twenty years a go, the cone
sponding figure was a bout 7 hours. Television stillranksas the most 
important activity for information consumption, closely foliowed by 
computer u se and watching movies. As media technology evolves, in
creasing amounts of video, audio, and text flow through the Internet. 

Internet growth-rates ( see figure 10) are an important spur to 
research in photonics. However, there are more challenges to be ad
dressed. How to bring high-speed data from the backbone network 
to the home? What to do when we reach the maximum transmission 
capacity of optica! fibers? What about the issue of energy consump
tion? If we continue to do all switching in our networks electronically, 
an explosion in power demand will be the result. 
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Figure 10: 
lnternet-traffic volumes in te ra bytes per month . The red graph shows the growth aftrattic 
at the Amsterdam Internet Exchange. The a range graph plots the growth of the total trai
tic in the United States. The blue line shows worldwide data traffic, as calculated (and 
extrapolated, in grey) by the leading supplier of networking equipment tor the Internet, 

Cisco. All graphs show the sa me pattern of 60% traffic growth per year (Amsterdam data: 
http:/ j www.ams-ix.netj; USA data: Minnesota Internet Traffic Study (http://www.dtc . 
umn.edu/mintsjigrowth.html); Cisco data: cisco: http://tinyurl.com/4wucvf). 
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Inside computers, photonics may be the salution for ultrahigh-speed connections 
between electrooie components. And then there are modern, mobile end users: how to 
linkthem to the fiber? Existing wireless technologies are much too slow for passing on 
the flood of data coming in from optieal-fiber networks, so what are the alternatives? 

In this last chapter we will take the opportunity to point out seven subjects in 
modern-day photonics that we feel could and should be tackled in the next decade: (1) 
bridging the "last mile," (2) fiber limits, (3) energy consumption, (4) photonics in com
puters, (5) optical-wireless integration, (6) communications through ambient lighting, 
and (7) nanolasers for uitrafast low-power signal processing. 

Challenge 1: The Last Mile 

Increasingly, video services are delivered over the Internet, but the quality is still far 
below what is available by more conventional means, such as digital cable TV. This 
is mainly due to bandwidth constraints and real-time delivery issues. A minimal
standard-definition TV signal requires 4 Mbps, but high-definition TV already requires 
around 25 Mbps. Much more bandwidth is needed for brioging one or more high-quality 
video channels to the home. 

Both as aresult of limited conneetion speeds and from an energy point of view, we 
will need to move away from copper-based DSL infrastructures. Compared to optical 
fiber, DSL is slowand needs a great deal of digital signal processing to overcome the 
channellimitations of capper wires. 

The "last mile"- the link that connects homes and offices to the care network- will 
still be the main bottleneck in braadband communication for the next decade or so. Be
cause this last mile consistsof millions oflinks, it tends to be more expensive and com
plicated to upgrade than the backbone infrastructure. Better, cheaper, and more flexible 
ways to distribute the digital signal from the backbone into the homes must be found. 

Experiments at COBRA have shown that sending optica! data over a single fiber, 
split into branches for multiple homes, allows for dynamica! allocation of wavelength 
channels and huge capacities to individual users at lower power consumption (see 
chapter 8). 

Yet television standards of 8o Gbps are already being discussed in companies and 
research communities. Howwill we be able to conneet homes with such high data rates? 
Power consumption of "last-mile" network switches will be one of many probieros 
to solve. 

Challenge 2: Fiber Limits 

Until now, research in opties has led to increases in the transmission capacity by almast 
a factor of 10 every 5 years. The number of channels per fiber has grown from about 
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4 in 1990 to 320 today. The transmission-rate record to date is a staggering 32 Tbps 
over 580 km of fiber with 320 multiplexed channels of 114 Gbps each (Zhou 2009 ). 

Today, using state-of-the-art polarization multiplexing, coherent detection, and digital 
signai-processing technologies, researchers already discuss the possibility of pushing 
the bit ra te for each individual optical channel up by a factor of 10 or even 100. For in
stance, wich coherent detection, allinformation stored in the intensity, the phase and 
the polarization orientation of the optical signal can be restored. This impraves the 
speetral efficiency considerably. Subsequent analog-to-digital conversion, combined 
with dedicated signal processing, restores the original signal, even if it is contaminated 
with distortions due to fiber impairments. Engineers are discussing the technologies 
necessary for pushing 400 or 1000 Gbps through ju st a single wavelength channel. 

So more transmission capacity is within reach. With higher optical signal-to-noise 
ratios and strong error-correction algorithms and compressien-coding techniques, it 
will be possible to increase transmission rates forsome time to come (see figuren). 

However, we are gradually reaching the theoretica! maximum number of bits per 
second that can be transmitted through an optical fiber. Fibers are nonlinear communi
cation channels, of which Shannon's theerem defines the maximum possible capacity, 
given its frequency bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio. Estirnates are that current fi
bers have a maximum ca pa city of around 100 Tbps. What to do, when the Shannon limit 
is reached? (Essiambre 2009 ). This question opens up a completely new field of research. 
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Figure 11: 
Research in photonics nears the theoretica! 
maximum limit of the data that can be sent 
through fibers (the nonlinear Shannon limit). 
What to do, when this limit is reached? 
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Energy consumption rates of some commercial router models. With an increase in the 
switching capacity, the power consumption in watt per Gbps has decreased in recent 
years. However, turther sealing seems to meet a power barrier. 11 this barrier is nat bra
ken , further growth of the Internet willlead toa power explosion. Photonic technology is 
expected to be a bie to further reduce the power consumption per Gbps. 

Challenge 3: Energy Consumption 

By their very nature, optica! systems have the potential to use con
siderably less energy per bit at much higher switching speeds than 
present-day electronics. 

Figure 12 showshow much power per bi tra te common commer
cial routers currently consume. 

Although the industry is working hard to reduce the number of watts 
per Gbps, it is clear that the electranies domain is facing physical 
boundaries here: electrans move in an environment that is defined 
by limited information rates in bits per second, relatively high signal 
power, and high levels of electrical noise power. 

Conventional technologies will make electranies more energy 
efficient: further miniaturization will reduce energy consumption 
and more efficient cooling techniques will reduce the power usage of 
modern switching centers. 

Yet the increase in total data transport over the Web is far higher 
than what can be saved in switching electronics; if we do not find a 
solution soon, an explosion in power demand will be the result. 
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Optical systems have the potential to use much less energy for switching. Even better, 
their energy consumption does not increase as the square of the bit ra te, as is the case 
with electronics. And if we will succeed in finding all-optical switching techniques, 
then this will avoid the power-hungry processof optoelectronic signal conversion. Be
ing able to do everyting in the optica} domain will save even more energy. 

It must be said, however, that energy consumption is a complex end-to-end 
problem. Optica} components alone will not reduce the overall energy demand of the 
network. True energy reduction requires intricate coordination across the optica} and 
electronic domains in an intelligent way. This requires self-adaptive network protocols, 
applications, network configurations, and operation strategies. Solving energy-related 
issues thus demands a broad research approach. 

Challenge 4: Photonics in Computers 

One of the most exciting new applications of optica! communication is in computers. 
Optica} technology has revolutionized long-haul communication, connecting people 
over thousands of kilometers. Can it be as successful in applications where distauces 
are a few centimeters or even just a couple of millimeters long? 

Large-scale computing is the result of sealing down in silicon electronics: packing 
more components onto a chip makesthem more powerful. However, since the size of a 
single transistor is a pproaehing atomie dimensions, further sealing of CMOS electran
ies becomes problematic. Thus size reduction can no long er compensate for the increase 
in energy consumption when using higher central processing unit (CPU) doek frequen
cies. To overcome the stagnation, processors have been invented in which a number of 
cores operate in parallel, at lower doek speeds. Already today, lab demonstrations of 
8o-core CPUs are being carried out and a 1000-core CPU is projected for the year 2020. 

Multicare CPUs transfarm the energy problem into a communication challenge. To 
opera te optimally, the CPU cores have to exchange large amounts of information. This is 
described by Gene Amdahl's balanced-system law, which says that for every number of 
floating-point operations per second ( or flops) of CPU performance, one byte per second 
(or 8 bits) of information should be exchanged. 

The projected 1000-core CPUs are expected to have a performance of more than 10 
teraflops. Consequently, the communication bandwidth between the cores will exceed 
8o Tbps. Currently electronicon-chip communication channels (or interconnects) con
sume a bout 10 picojoules of energy per bit. For an 8o Tbps interconnect, this translates 
into 8oo watts of power, just for on-chip communications. 

Pbotonic interconnects offer a technology that fundamentally changes the com
puter-architectural design considerations: they combine low power dissipation with 
a significantly higher "bandwidth-distance product." Optical interconnects based on 
nanoscale silicon pbotonics have been shown to require 100 femtojoules (f)) per bit and 
this might be reduced to 10 f) per bit. 
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Bes i des energy efficiency, there are other physical problems of interconnects that might 
be directly addressed within the optical domain. These include issues like precise doek 
distribution, bit-rate transparency without concerns for electrical crosstalk, voltage 
isolation, pin inductance, signal distortion, and repeater-induced latencies. 

We foresee opportunities for photonics in computers on two levels. On a medium 
timescale, photonics can play an important role in communications on a printed circuit 
board-for instance, for communications between a CPU and a memory chip. 

On a Jonger timescale, photonics might even play a role in on-chip communica
tions. This implies that electranies and photonics will merge. On-chip communication 
systems require nanoscale lasers and new types of receivers. All these optica! compo
nentsneed to be integrated and interwerking with electronics. 

Left: Production of polymer 
waveguides tor optica/ commu
nication on a printed circuit
board panel at IBM Research, 
Zurich. At the stage shown, the 
care waveguides are written 
and deve/oped - this makes 
them very clearly visible. Mov
ing swiftly and precisely over 
a polymer, a laser beam (left) 
produces an array of very fine, 
35-micron-sized optica/ chan
nels. These so-ca/led wave
guides "steer'' optica/ signals 

to and from processors. 

Right: An array of miniature 
po/ymer waveguides integrated 
on a printed circuit board, each 
smaller in diameter than a hu-
man hair, is made visible by a 
red laser beam. Compared to 
electrical links, these polymer 
waveguides offer higher band
widths, greater interconneet 
distances, and lower power 
consumption. 
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Challenge 5: Optical-Wireless Integration 

The communications industry is currently in the midst of a "wireless data revolu
tion." At the time of the invention of cellular communications technologyin the 198os, 
telephone networks were focused on voice services. In current 3G networks, the focus 
is on Internet-based services. The rate at which cellular voice networks are currently 
transformed into high-speed data networks is stunning. For instance, in a period ofless 
than one year, AT&T's data-transport volume went up by a factor of 40-triggered by 
the introduetion of the iPhone 3G in 2008. (See "More Mobile-Ready Devices and Mobile 
Video to Fuel3g-Fold Global Growth from 2009-2014," Cisco visual networking index 
forecast. http://tinyurl.com{ye3emdz) 

How can we ensure that braadband cellular data connections keep up with these 
developments? A key idea hereis the concept of dividing a wireless service area into a 
number of small, dynamically changing "cells" with an underlying optica! intercon
neetion network. Each cell will only use a subset of the radio spectrum. Neighboring 
cells use different radio frequencies. Depending on user and bandwidth demand, the 
switching equipment of the optica} network will figure out how to redistribute radio 
frequencies and bandwidth, so that users will have an optima! network experience. 
Radio frequencies may be reused in nonneighboring cells, which optimizes the usage 
of the radio spectrum. The capacity available per user can be increased by reducing the 
size of the cells, as this will reduce the number of users whoshare the capacity of a cell. 

Optie al fiberscan be used totransruit radio signalsover op ti cal carrier wavelengths 
to the center of each cell, without causing electromagnetic interference between cells. 
This radio-over-fiber technology supports a wide range of different wireless standards 
and protocols in parallel. Moreover, it allows for all the comprehensive radio signa! 
generation and modulation to be done at a centralized site. Fibers distribute the sig
nals to simplified antenna stations, connected at the end of each fiber. These antenna 
stations are energy-efficient braadband optieal-to-radio converters. They conneet the 
wireless end user to the fiber. Because the radiocellis only small, limited radio power 
is needed, which contributes to lowering the energy needs of the system and keeping 
radio radiation levels low. A finegrain dis tribution of fiber-fed antenna stations creates 
a high-speed, flexible wireless network that allows people to communicate anytime, 
anywhere, using voice, data, and messaging services. 

In this respect, optical technology will be of central importance for solving one 
of the largest technica! challenges of the wireless communications industry today: 
how to maximize radio-speetral efficiency, while maintaining high-quality communiea
tions services. 
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Inthefall of 2009, In tel, the world leader in processor 
technotogies, presented a program that may bring 
photonics to mainstream computing. The "Light Peak" 
techno/ogy uses lasers and fiber opties to transfer 
data to and trom PCs and other devices. The upcoming 
USB 3.0 specification a/ready explicitly accommo-
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dates optica/ /i nes in the cab te 's connector. Data 
transfer rates with USB 3.0 are 5-10 Gbps. The 
need tor 60 Gbps transfer rates is on the horizon, for 
instance, to conneet high-definition video sereens to 
portable devices or to produce 30 imaging. 

Challenge 6: Communications 
Through Ambient Lighting 

Nat all optical communication needs to go through a fiber. A promising research field 
deals with short-range optical communication products that simply send light through 
the air. The idea is to employ low-cost LED lamps, used for ambient room-illumination, 
to link up with mass-consumer products (see figure 13). 
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White-light LEDs are expected to become omnipresent in the future lighting market. 
Sa far the possibilities of sending high-speed data with these lamps have hardly been 
investigated. In principle it is perfectly feasible to transruit an invisible optica! data 
signal by modulating the light emitted by the LED lamp (Grubor 2oo8). 

Combining illumination and communication has some striking advantages: the 
methad has inherent low investment and maintenance casts: every lighting element in 
the building would just need to be connected toanoptie al fiber. Such fibers can be very 
thin (a plastic optica! fiber is typically 1 mm thick, fibers made of silica are just 125 ~m 
thick). They can easily be mounted in the same ducts, tagether with the capper cables 
used for the electrical wiring. Since all communication is clone with light, there is zero 
interf erenee with radio-based wireless communication. Because, potentially, every new 
lighting element will be connected to the optieal-fiber network, the data signal can be 
transmitted from every possible corner of a building. Data rates can be extremely high: 
already today, transmission rates of up to 100 Mbps can be achieved by using off-the
shelf commerciallighting LEDs. 

When consiclering how to make such technology work in real-life conditions, 
several questions arise: does it mean that we always havetoturn on the light to commu
nicate-even in daylight? What about issues such as reileetion and interference from 
other light sources? These issues must be investigated more deeply. Also, new tech
niques for canceling out interference and for using the light of LEDs more efficiently 
will be necessary. 

Figure 13: 
Combining illumination and communi
cation: transmission rates of up to 100 
Mbps can be achieved using off-the-shelf 
commercial LEDs. 
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Challenge 7: Nanolasers for Ultratast 
Lew-Power Signal Processing 
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The most advanced electronic chips contain more than a billion transistors. In pbo
tonics, we are still at the beginning of a process that aims at integrating more optical 
components on PI Cs. 

COBRA has achieved an important contribution in this respect, by discovering a 
new type of laser that is no larger than a modern transistor. It switches at much higher 
rates than transistors do, while ha ving much lower power-consumption rates. 

Our vision is that these lasers will be used for low-power digital signal operations 
in PICs. They may extend the performancelimitsof conventional microelectronics by 
one or two orders in the next decades. 

The size of the lasers can still be significantly reduced. But what is the smallest 
limit at which light can be confined? Will it be possible to overcome the high propaga
tion lossesin nanoscale waveguides? Can we succeed in making na nalasers in industrial 
settings? 

To find answers to such questions, COBRA must extend the techniques it has devel
oped to construct the world's first metallic and plasman mode semiconductor nanolas
ers. It is necessary to imprave the technologies for making very thin passivation, insu
lating, and metallayers. Modeling, simulation, and characterization of semiconductor 
lasers will be essential for understanding the physics of high-performance nanomateri
als. This will create a totally new environment for the rnadeling oflasers, through new 
analytica! and numerical approaches. 

To be able to make progress on these issues, a much deeper understanding is 
neededof the materials used, as new materialscan lead to new optica! components and 
devices. These devices can in turn lead to innovations in network systems research. 

Discovering how electrans and photons can be made to interact more effectively 
is sarnething that requires deep insight into the underlying physics. New opticaland 
semiconductor materials are within reach, thanks to COBRA's ability to manipulate 
natural phenomena at the nanoscale in the creation of semiconductor materials. 

Pbotonic integration will allow for the creation of more and better components 
on a chip. Many challenging issues must be addressed here, ranging from new ways 
to make components smaller to new rnadeling techniques and new ideas for reducing 
power consumption. 
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Perspectives 

COBRA already has ideas in a quite advanced state for addressing 
some of the challenges discussed above. With regard tosome others, 
COBRA is at the fundamental research stage. For those issues, a thor
ough understanding of the underlying principles is needed. 

Generally, all challenges require groundbreaking new techno lo
gies. Improving on existing technologies will simply not be enough 
to keep up with the increasing demands for network performance and 
energy requirements. Original, fresh, and courageous approaches 
will be needed. 

COBRA aims to integrate different levels ofknowledge: combin
ing physical knowledge of materials and quanturn dots with engi
neering skills for making better photonic devices. It is important to 
link knowledge of optica! devices with deep understanding of the 
implications and concepts of new optica! communication networks 
and protocols. Material experts have to work closely tagether with 
circuit designers, package designers, and system architects. 

COBRA adopts this integral perspective because it is firmly con
vineed that this is the only way in which communication technology 
can be pushed forward. 

Hu man-made lights mark developed ar popuialed areasof lhe Earlh's 
surface. The densly popuialed seaboards of Europe and lhe easlern 
Uniled Slales are parlicularly high-bandwidlh regions . The image is 

a composile of hundreds of pictures made by tour NASA satelliles in 
low-altitude po/ar orbils. 
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